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Abstract
This dissertation reports results of a study with a quasi-randomized experimental
component and a protocol analysis, or think aloud, component. The experimental
component was designed to determine if people with no statistical training and people
with some statistical training differed in their understanding and recollection of statistical
information with varying degrees of complexity. Information was presented using data
visualization techniques based on cognitive theory and compared to presentations using
APA-style numerical tables of statistical output. The focus was on using empiricallysupported graphical displays in PowerPoint presentations such as one might see at a
research conference. Classroom groups of beginning and more experienced statistics
students (n = 194) were randomly assigned to watch one of two scripted PowerPoint
presentations; one presentation predominantly utilized graphs while the other depended
on tables to present the same information. Participants were tested for understanding
immediately after viewing the presentations and two weeks post viewing to test their
recall of the material. Protocol analysis was used to illuminate the thought processes of
individuals with advanced statistical training as they interpreted either the graphs or
tables.
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Experimental results indicate large effects for complexity and time, and a small
positive effect for the graphs treatment. Significant interactions in favor of the graphs
treatment were found with novices on easy items in round 1 and for advanced beginners
on difficult items for the advanced beginners in round 2. Protocol analysis found that
advanced statisticians use the slide title to cue processing and interpretation of the slide
content regardless of presentation type, however, they reached the interpretation stage
more rapidly and directly when presented with graphs. Results support the use of graphs
to enhance understanding and recall of empirical research presentations and present new
findings to advance researchers’, statisticians’, and evaluators’ impact, and enhance
communication in the classroom and boardroom.
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Chapter One: Introduction
When I went to my first research conference, a conference for educational
researchers, I was a doctoral student with advanced training in research methods and
statistics. The conference attendees included a number of graduate students like me and
researchers who are well established in their careers. In addition, a good portion of the
attendees were professional educators, teachers from a variety of K-12 environments,
who had come to learn what was on the cutting edge of their fields of practice.
The format of the conference allowed each presenter a maximum of twenty
minutes, during which time the presenter needed to explain the research topic and get the
audience to understand the results and their impact on the field. I sat through several
presentations. One earnest young presenter explained her project, about computer games
in the classroom, faithfully projecting her results tables. The last thing I wanted to do at
that time was interpret unsorted tables of t-test statistics and p-values. As a trained
researcher, I was able to interpret those results if I wanted to but what about all the
classroom teachers in the room? Could they? Yet, they are the ones responsible for
implementing the presenter’s findings. Could it be that researchers can facilitate
understanding of their results by changing their presentation strategies? Are some
methods more effective than others at getting one’s message across? To borrow a phrase
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from my K-12 teacher friends, what are the “best practices” for presenting research
findings so that they are easily understood by a variety of audiences?
For researchers, whose studies might involve years of work, the expression ‘death
by PowerPoint’ is more nightmare than joke. Significant personal and institutional capital
are expended to learn something that could, potentially, change the world. For
researchers, it is not enough to present results to interested audiences; for research to
have lasting impact, the research results must be remembered, perhaps long after the
presentation ends. Frequently, presentations include tables of results that require some
amount of mental processing on the part of the viewer. Does this mental processing limit
what viewers understand and remember from research presentations?
New research is frequently presented at professional conferences to interested
audiences, so it is important to know if applying theories of visual processing and
principles of graphic design to conference presentations support enhanced audience
understanding. There are hundreds of professional conferences held each year with farreaching impact. At the 2017 annual meeting of the American Educational Researchers
Association (AERA), for example, 521 research papers were presented plus several
hundred professional development sessions and symposia to an approximate 15,000
attendees (2017 AERA Annual Meeting Online Program Portal, 2017). For researchers
and other presenters, it is important to know the best ways to present their work to
audiences so that results are remembered after the conference ends.
Using PowerPoint, the presentation software produced by Microsoft, to project
instructional material directly from a computer to a screen is common practice in
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university lecture halls (Mann & Robinson, 2009) as well as for conference presentations.
Students prefer PowerPoint presentations over traditional (lecture and chalk board)
presentations (Savoy, Proctor, & Salvendy, 2009). They think PowerPoints help them
actively engage in learning, are the most effective teaching method, and enhance content
understanding (Luse & Miller, 2011). However, evidence is mixed that PowerPoints
actually lead to increased student learning (Savoy, Proctor, & Salvendy, 2009). “The
research on PowerPoint® [sic] is not widely known and, as a consequence, is not
reflected in classroom practices” (Berk, 2011, p. 24). In addition, little research exists to
guide statistics teachers’ choice of graphs or tables when using PowerPoint as an
instructional tool.
Presentations and lectures by researchers, educators, and others supported by
PowerPoint, are ubiquitous (Kosslyn, 2007; Susskind, 2005). It is estimated that more
than 30 million PowerPoint presentations are given daily (Lowenthal, 2009, p. 59).
Knowing the best ways to reach one’s audience and maximize recall of the information
presented is important for researchers to advance their fields of knowledge, for educators
to have the broadest reach, and for all professionals to be heard and understood.
The Problem
Quantitative research rests on a foundation of numbers. Data are described using
counts, means, standard deviations, and other numbers. Results of statistical tests are
evaluated by comparing summaries of numbers. Statistical software packages present
these numbers in tables making the comparisons relatively easy. Some presenters use
similar tables to show their results. Others use graphs. Of course, a combination of the
3

two is also seen. Is presenting research results in arrays of numbers the best presentation
style to get audiences to remember the results? Or are there different types of data
displays that are better to cement ideas in the memories of viewers? What is the best way
to present empirical results so they are rapidly understood? Knowing the answers to these
questions will help researchers, teachers, and other professionals influence
comprehension and learning among their audiences.
Marketers and journalists have long recognized the importance of graphic
imagery to deliver their messages. More than 40 years ago, Tukey (1977) developed a
number of novel ways for statisticians to better explore data through visualizations such
as box plots, and stem and leaf plots. Today, beginning statisticians are taught these
visualizations as a matter of course (see for example Anderson, Sweeney, & Williams,
2015). Introductory business analytics texts include chapters on data visualization (for
example Camm et al., 2016). There is a plethora of resources available on the internet
from which people can learn about data visualization and tools for visualization are
included in commonly used software such as Excel and PowerPoint as well as software
dedicated to data visualization such as Tableau (www.tableau.com).
Nonetheless, little is known about how consumers of statistical research and
reporting process and retain statistical information which they see presented at
researchers’ conferences, in evaluation reports, in the boardroom, and the classroom.
Evergreen (2011) argues that better understanding of data visualization will position
evaluators to “remedy communication-cognition gaps” (p. 2) in important ways resulting
in increased the use of evaluations. Researchers, educators, and analysts in every field
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will benefit from greater understanding of effective communication strategies. This
research presents new findings in the use of graphic visualization of statistical results to
improve audience understanding and recall of quantitative information.
Purpose
Since PowerPoint slide presentations are a common communication method for
presenting research findings, a problem for viewers is a gap between presentation style
and their own visual processing realities, and issues for researchers are knowing what
limits exist to bridge that gap and knowing how individuals approach the task of
interpreting presented material. This dissertation focused on the role of graphs,
visualizations of quantitative data typically using points, lines, or areas, in
communicating statistical results to audiences with some statistical training through slide
presentations. It does not address the use of infographics which utilize graphic design
elements in representations of multiple forms of information to present information
quickly and clearly (Infographic, 2019). Principles that facilitate understanding by
drawing upon visual processing theory, graphic design best practices, and empirically
tested graphic data displays were used in creation of PowerPoint slides. The purpose of
this study was to test the hypothesis that people understand and retain statistical research
results more readily when they are presented in graphical form as compared to tabular
form. Further tested was the effect of information complexity on understanding and
retention of results. The study was a 2 x 2 x (3 x 2) quasi-experiment—novice/advanced
beginner x mode of presentation (graph, table) x item complexity (easy, moderate,
difficult conceptual level) x time (immediate post-test, follow-up). Embedded within the
5

study purpose was an examination of expert statisticians’ thought processes as they
interpreted graphical and tabular presentations.
The following sections provide a review of the literature. This literature review
briefly summarizes visual processing theory, Cognitive Load Theory, and Gestalt
principles of visual perception as frameworks for ways people process and retain visual
stimuli. In addition, this review explores what is known about how people read and
interpret different graph forms, and links graphic design principles with best-practices for
effective PowerPoint presentations. It also presents information about understanding and
recall by level of information complexity and about think aloud protocols.
Visual Processing Theory
According to visual cognition science, visual processing works in three stages.
The first stage is called pre-attention. In this stage, the eyes continually scan the
environment, noticing changes in basic attributes like color, motion, orientation, size, and
contour (Malamed, 2009; Ware, 2013). In pre-attention, information is processed
concurrently by neurons in the back of the eye without conscious thought. Occurring in
large arrays, these neurons are specialized to extract basic features of the environment by
receiving specific types of information such as color, orientation of lines and edges, or
movement. Neurons extract features from the visual field simultaneously. For the viewer
to understand information quickly, it must be presented so that it is easily detected by the
neurons in the eyes. Pre-attention processing includes:
rapid parallel processing; extraction of features, orientation, color, texture, and
movement patterns; transitory nature of information, which is briefly held in an
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iconic store; bottom-up, data-driven model of processing; serving as the basis for
understanding the visual salience of element in displays (Ware, 2013, p. 21).
Our capacity to see these characteristics does not appear to be context-bound
(Ware, 2013). When one of these characteristics is noticed, the eyes move to bring it into
focus, where its features can be viewed by the fovea, an area of the retina that provides
acute vision. It is called pre-attention because of the belief that it occurs without focused
energy on the part of the viewer. In pre-attention, we might notice a movement in a bush,
but would need to focus on the movement to distinguish a bird from a squirrel.
The second stage is called working memory. In this stage, active processes
partition what we see into regions and simple patterns, such as continuous contours, areas
of the same color, and fields of similar texture. This pattern finding stage is extremely
flexible, influenced by the huge amount of information available from stage one and by
the viewer directing attention to certain aspects of the visual field. Working memory is
characterized by: serial processing which is slower than the parallel processing in stage
one; attention that is guided by the viewer’s visual interest; “a small number (one to
three) patterns becoming ‘bound’ and held for a second or two under top-down
attentional processes; different pathways for object recognition and visually guided hand
motions (the perception and action channels)” (Ware, 2013, p. 22).
Working memory is defined as “the system for the temporary maintenance and
manipulation of information, necessary for the performance of such complex cognitive
activities as comprehension, learning, and reasoning” (Baddeley, 1992, p. 281). This is
when the viewer attempts to make sense of what was noticed in the first phase. While
something is in working memory, the viewer thinks about it, grapples with its message,
7

and digests it (Baddeley, 1992). Patterns that were noticed before are now studied for
meaning. People can hold a limited amount of information in working memory at one
time; if the information is complex they hold less. Working memory does not retain
chunks of information for long either (Cowan, 2000). If working memory is distracted or
overloaded, some chunks of information will be dropped, possibly resulting in
misunderstanding by or frustration in the viewer. As a result only the most pertinent or
relevant information will be retained; the viewer will quickly glance over other chunks
that are deemed unimportant (Woodman, Vecera, & Luck, 2003).
Visual working memory is the highest level of perception since the demands of
active attention hold the objects in working memory. Only a few objects can be held in
working memory at a time (Cowan, 2000); available patterns in the visual field merge
into objects which, combined with information stored in long-term memory, may provide
answers to the viewer’s visual query. Our brains interface visual information with verbal
information to connect words to images. Motor systems that control muscle movements
are also interfaced with objects in working memory (Ware, 2013).
Working memory itself is comprised of three components: the Central Executive,
Visuospatial (thought-processes that involve visual and spatial awareness) Sketchpad,
and Phonological Loop. The Central Executive controls attention by choosing and
organizing information from the environment. The Visuospatial Sketchpad and
Phonological Loop work like two channels, one for visual/pictorial information and the
other for auditory/verbal information (Mayer & Moreno, 2010), independently streaming
information to the central executive. Since working memory capacity is limited to ± four
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bits of information (Cowan, 2000), and the channels have limited capacity (Mayer &
Moreno, 2010), material that is presented in both visual and auditory modes capitalizes
on these limitations (Baddeley, 1992).
The third phase of perceptual processing is called long-term memory. In longterm memory, new information is incorporated into existing mental schemas, or networks
of information stored in the human brain. With the right balance of cognitive load in
working memory at the most relevant time, objects, their attributes, and their message are
encoded into long-term memory (Malamed, 2009; Ware, 2013). Occasionally the new
information modifies an existing schema. An individual’s culture and past experience
impact how new information is received and adopted. When information is in long-term
memory, individuals are able to recall and use it to make action-based choices. It is at this
point in visual processing theory that comprehension is said to occur (Evergreen S. D.,
2011).
While many aspects of working memory remain a mystery, it has been studied
extensively. According to Plass, Moreno, and Brünken (2010), working memory capacity
is divided into intrinsic load, extraneous load, and germane load. These three cognitive
loads are the foundation of Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) which “links design
characteristics of learning materials to principles of human information processing” (p.
1).
According to CLT, intrinsic load is generated by the inherent difficulty of the
material and extraneous load is the cognitive burden caused by the design of the
instruction and materials. Since intrinsic and extraneous loads are additive, germane load
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is the amount of mental effort that remains in working memory that can be invested by
the learner towards processing and understanding the information presented. Easy
material poses a low intrinsic load, while challenging material increases the intrinsic load
(Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller, Ayres, & Kalyuga, 2011). Extraneous load is
caused by content or environmental elements that are unnecessary to learning the
material. Examples of extraneous load in a presentation include slides with too much text,
random colors, or chart junk (Tufte, 2001).
Finally, germane load is “the working memory resources that are devoted to
information that is relevant or germane to learning” (Sweller, Ayres, & Kalyuga, 2011, p.
57). It is the effort required to attend to the material, mentally organize it, and form
preliminary mental schemas. Because the difficulty of the material (or the element
interactivity) cannot be altered, the assumption is that intrinsic load is relatively fixed by
the content of the presentation even though its burden might vary from person to person.
Since the remaining amount of working memory is left for extraneous and germane loads,
instructional delivery has the potential to ease or compound extraneous load, thereby
decreasing or increasing the amount of working memory available for learning (Sweller,
2010B)..
Several instructional effects that focus on reducing extraneous load have been
identified by researchers (Sweller, 2010A). Two that are applicable to learning from
presentations are the redundancy effect and the split-attention principle. The redundancy
effect is caused by including the same information multiple times. This adds to the
extraneous load because the viewer must use cognitive resources to sort necessary
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elements from unnecessary ones. An example of a redundancy effect that adds to
cognitive load in a presentation is when the narrator reads the text from a slide. This
requires the viewer to mentally compare the spoken words with the written to determine
if they are the same or different. If the presentation does not require the learner to add
steps to integrate the material, the redundancy effect is reduced and cognitive resources
can be focused on learning.
The split attention principle of CLT is where the learner’s attention must be split
between multiple sources of information to mentally integrate the material. For example,
when the legend for a graph is off to the side, the viewer is forced to alternately focus on
the legend and then the graph while trying to remember the information contained in
either. According to the split-attention principle, separating text and visual information
increases extraneous load because it forces learners to use mental efforts to integrate the
information. Physically integrating textual and visual information in instructional
deliveries reduces extraneous load (Sweller, 2010B). If the elements are physically
integrated, there is no need to mentally integrate the material (Sweller, Ayres, &
Kalyuga, 2011; Sweller, 2016). Thoughtful design of instructional materials can reduce
extraneous load, freeing working memory resources for germane mental processing.
Visual Perception
“Vision is by far our most powerful sense. Seeing and thinking are intimately
connected” (Few, 2006, p. 78). Humans possess a vast memory for pictures (Standing,
Conezio, & Haber, 1970; Vogt, 2007). The picture superiority effect (Paivio & Csapo,
1973), the apparent advantage that pictures have over words for object recognition,
11

association, and memory recall tasks, is well established (see for example: Hockley W.
E., 2008; Hockley & Bancroft, 2011;; Larkin & Simon, 1987; Seifert, 1997; Stenberg,
2007). A possible exception to the picture superiority effect might be for verbs (Hung,
Edmonds, & Reilly, 2016). If pictures are more readily recalled than words, then the
more visual material an instructional or informational message contains, the more likely
it is to be recalled.
When visuals are used effectively, they serve to help people understand abstract,
complicated, and complex information, especially when people are unfamiliar
with the concept and do not have a pre-existing mental model to assist with the
comprehension of new information (Dunlap & Lowenthal, 2016, p. 44).
Because visual representations incorporate multiple parameters, they can tell a
richer story of cause and effect or any other relationship than data points alone.
Furthermore, the amount of information that can be held in working memory can be
increased by chunking multiple individual elements into a single element (Sweller, 1994)
which is an advantage of graphic displays.
Gestalt Principles of Visual Perception.
Current theory and practice in graphic design incorporates visual processing
theory as a central feature of the way design communicates with an audience. Gestalt
principles help us understand how we perceive pattern, form, and organization. Applying
Gestalt principles to intentionally tie data together, separate data, or distinguish aspects of
the display (Few, 2006) can guide the viewer’s attention and understanding. Six
principles are particularly relevant to graphic design. These principles are: proximity,
closure, similarity, continuity, enclosure, and connection.
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The principle of proximity means that humans tend to group items that are
physically close. Designers can use the principle of proximity to guide viewers’ attention
in a direction, for example top to bottom or left to right, simply by structuring the visual
elements into a horizontal or vertical pattern (Few, 2006).
The principle of similarity indicates that people group items that are visually
similar whether that similarity is color, shape, size, or orientation (Few, 2006). The
principle of enclosure can also be used to visually group items by bounding a group of
objects with a line or including them in a shaded region (Few, 2006). The tendency to
complete outlines in order to perceive whole structures even when parts are missing is
called the Principle of Closure. This principle can be used by graph designers to eliminate
visual clutter from unnecessary graphic elements such as borders (Few, 2006). The
Principle of Continuity encapsulates the idea that people perceive a continuous whole if
the objects appear to align with one another or if they appear to be a continuation of each
other (Few, 2006). This is easy to see in those 3-piece lawn ornaments that include a
serpent’s head, a body loop, and a tail. If the pieces are placed in a line with a little
distance between each piece, people readily perceive a complete serpent swimming
through the grass. The principle of connection indicates that people perceive objects as
belonging together if they are connected in some way. Linking dots in a plot with a line
creates such a visual connection.
Coupling pre-attentive attributes of visual perception and Gestalt principles
provides a useful set of tools for meeting the challenges of making important data stand
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out and linking distinct evidence “in a way that makes sense, gives it meaning and
supports its efficient perception” (Few, 2006, p. 95).
Data Visualization
Visual processing theory can help us appreciate how people understand graphs
and graphic displays. Understanding graphs and other visual-spatial displays involves
three processes (Shah, Mayer, & Hegarty, 1999). First, in the pre-attention stage, the
visual system grabs hold of major patterns by recognizing the features of the graph such
as straight or jagged lines, parallel or converging lines, color and shape, and encodes
these features in a mental representation. What gets encoded depends on the viewer’s
attention which in turn depends on the viewer’s goals and expectations, and what aspects
of the display are most salient (Ratwani & Trafton, 2008).
Next, working memory translates the patterns into conceptual or quantitative
representations. This process involves identifying the representations that are referred to
from labels and titles. The viewer also applies existing knowledge of display conventions.
Display conventions, or graph schema (Ratwani & Trafton, 2008) include the meaning of
axes, knowing what type of data are typically displayed, what is typically omitted, what
is literal, and what is not. When interpreting a graph, viewers activate their graph schema
enabling prior knowledge and learned processes to be applied to the new problem
(Ratwani & Trafton, 2008). Finally, the display’s patterns are interpreted for qualitative
and quantitative meanings with domain knowledge affecting understanding (Pirrung,
2015).
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In the pattern-recognition process, people first encode graphic patterns, then they
incrementally interpret the patterns to retrieve or build qualitative and quantitative
meanings, and finally they integrate these meanings with the referents identified by labels
and titles. Graph interpretation is an iterative process whereby the viewer scans the graph
for interpretive clues and chunks the clues together (Carpenter & Shah, 1998). For
example, the viewer perceives the pattern of the lines on the graph, then looks at the
legend, then back at the lines to chunk the information presented in the legend with the
line. Information-dense graphs take longer to process than those with less information
(Carpenter & Shah, 1998). The time it takes to interpret a graph is closely related to the
number of unique quantitative relations and/or functions that must be individually
interpreted and integrated. Naturally, there is an influence of individual differences in
graphic knowledge on the interpretive process (Shah & Carpenter, 1995; Carpenter &
Shah, 1998).
Many factors, including the format of the display, influence what knowledge
viewers are readily able to construct from a graph. It is not enough that graphs be
technically correct to be readily understood. Graph construction plays an important role
in how they are understood. An advantage of properly designed graphs over tables is that
values can be combined into chunks of information. For example, values can be
combined into lines on a graph. Giving values a simple visual shape helps people hold
more information at one time in memory (Few, 2007) because the pattern of lines
becomes a chunk that people can hold in short-term memory. Visual representations such
as graphs, diagrams, and schematic pictures chunk information that, when used
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appropriately, can facilitate reasoning about abstract higher order relations (Gattis &
Holyoak, 1996).
Shah and Carpenter explored what constitutes a visual chunk with college
students. They found that distinctive two-variable x-y functions such as those commonly
used in scatter plots or line graphs are units of encoding but z-y functions are not (1995).
In some situations, viewers lack the knowledge to associate the visual chunk to the
quantitative referent so for them interpretation takes longer because their chunks are
inherently smaller (Carpenter & Shah, 1998). In other situations, individual visual chunks
may not be associated with the relevant data so viewers must rely on complex inferential
processes. Such processes involve quantitatively transforming the information in the
display. Graph designers can guide a viewer’s cognitive processing of the graphs so that
he or she is more likely to represent the data as the author intended (Shah, Mayer, &
Hegarty, 1999).
Today graphic representations of data are commonplace, however cognitive
scientists argue that representations that contain identical information are not necessarily
computationally equivalent (Larkin & Simon, 1987). To be computationally equivalent, a
viewer must be able to make the same inferences from either representation with the
same amount of cognitive energy. Evidence that task performance differs with different
visual displays of the same information (Breslow, Trafton, & Ratwani, 2009; Shah &
Carpenter, 1995) argues for the importance of visual display design and, perhaps,
supports CLT.
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External visual-spatial representations are symbols for objects, events, or other
data (Hegarty, 2011) and can be used to represent abstract relationships. For example, a
scatterplot shows the relationship between two variables. The variables can represent
things and properties that are not necessarily visible or tangible. Color, shape, and
location represent dimensions of the display but these dimensions can be any category or
quantity. Graphs are external representations that can store information thereby freeing
working memory for other thinking (Scaife & Rogers, 1996).
Representations based on abstract information can make problem-solving easier
by reducing the cognitive effort required to solve the problem. In addition, elements in a
graphical representation constrain the kinds of inferences that can be made about the
underlying information. The more closely the elements in the visual display match what
is represented, the easier it is to control conclusions highlighting the cognitive benefits of
good design (Scaife & Rogers, 1996).
One advantage of visual displays is that they can allow offloading of intellectual
processes onto perceptual processes (Hegarty, 2011; Scaife & Rogers, 1996). When
quantitative data are converted into visual variables, hidden patterns sometimes emerge
that can be easily picked up by the visual system. This enables complex computations to
be replaced by simple pattern recognition processes, thereby reducing intrinsic load.
Also, offloading cognition on perception occurs when proper representation of a problem
limits plausible conclusions (Scaife & Rogers, 1996).
Another advantage of visual-spatial displays over sentential (language-like)
representation is they organize information within space. Similar entities are visually
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grouped. By placing entities on x- and y-axes, they are visualized as close together
(Hegarty, 2011). Moreno and Mayer demonstrate that students performed better on a
transfer test when on-screen text was placed next to the corresponding element in an
animation compared to when it was placed at the bottom of the screen (Moreno & Mayer,
1999, cited in Mayer & Moreno, 2010). They refer to this concept as the “spatial
contiguity principle – placing on-screen text near corresponding elements in the screen”
(Mayer & Moreno, 2010, p. 142). In CLT this is known as the split-attention principle.
Graphs
Graphic visualizations have been helping people understand data since William
Playfair first proposed using graphics to convey “quantitative phenomena” (Wainer,
1990, p. 343). Charles Minard’s mapping of Napoleon’s disastrous 1812 campaign
against Russia (see, for example, Kosslyn, 2007; Tufte, 2001, 2006) and John Snow’s
mapping of the water pumps in London that pinpointed the source of a cholera outbreak
in 1855 (Tufte, 2001) are early examples of effective visualizations that illuminate what
was previously unseen in the data.
Tukey (1977) developed novel ways to explore data through visualization,
advising researchers to look at the big picture of their data by plotting “as in the large, so
in the small” (p. 125). His work is foundational to many graphing procedures that are
now included in most spreadsheet and statistics software programs. Today, box plots,
histograms, scatter plots, and other visualizations are recommended in the early stages of
data exploration by introductory statistics texts without attribution (Anderson, Sweeney,
& Williams, 2015; Camm et al., 2016).
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While Tukey focused on graphical exploration of data by statisticians, William
Cleveland’s concern was using graphs to transmit understanding to others. Cleveland
says, “Visualization is an approach to data analysis that stresses a penetrating look at the
structure of data. No other approach conveys as much information” (1993, p. 5).
Advantages of data visualization include: providing a way to rapidly understand a large
amount of data while facilitating understanding of both large-scale and small-scale
features of the data, allowing users to see unanticipated properties and enabling
identification of problems in the data, and helping with hypothesis formation (Ware,
2013).
People extract quantitative information from graphs only if decoding is effective.
According to Cleveland (1984, p. 3) “there are many special considerations that arise
when a graph is made to present data to others.” Visual decoding starts with the
“instantaneous perception of the visual field that comes without apparent mental effort.
…what distinguishes them from tables—comes from the ability of our retentive visual
system to detect geometric patterns and assess magnitudes” (Cleveland & McGill, 1985,
p. 828).
Researchers have compared viewer understanding of specific types of graphs. In a
series of experiments, Cleveland and McGill identified viewer comprehension of some
graph types as superior to others and developed a paradigm for graphical perception
based on the isolation of elementary codes of graphs. The elementary codes, geometric
patterns detected by the preattentive visual system, are fundamental geometric, color, and
textural aspects that encode the quantitative information of a graph. The “elementary
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perceptual tasks” (Cleveland & McGill, 1985, p. 828) ordered from most accurately
perceived to least accurate are: “1) position along a common scale; 2) position along
identical, non-aligned scales; 3) lengths; 4) angles” (Cleveland & McGill, 1987, p. 197)
and slopes (aspect ratio of approximately 45 degrees); 5) areas; 6) volumes; densities;
color saturations; and 7) color hues (Cleveland & McGill, 1985, 1987). See Figure 1 for
visualizations of the elementary perceptual tasks. The viewer performs one or more of
these elementary perceptual tasks to extract the values of the variables represented by the
graphs.
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Figure 1. Cleveland and McGill’s hierarchy of graph types ordered from most accurate to
least.
Graphic elements that are higher in the above list elicit judgments that are more
accurate than elements lower in the list. Cleveland and McGill found viewers judge
position more accurately than length by factors ranging from 1.4 to 2.5 and they judge
position 1.96 times more accurately than angles. Consequently, they recommend using
bar graphs over pie graphs and grouped dot graphs over divided bar graphs. See Figure 2
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for examples of different graph types. Because position is judged more accurately than
length, dot graphs replace bar graphs. Dot graphs help us visually summarize the
distribution of the data (Cleveland, 1984).
Bar graphs outperform pie graphs when direct estimates of magnitude are
required, and both bar and pie graphs are superior to tables as display devices (Spence
& Lewandowsky, 1991). Bar graphs emphasize comparisons when variables are
grouped together on the display while line graphs help viewers quickly understand
quantitative trends by using the line to create a visual chunk. Line graphs stress the
relationship between the variables while bar graphs emphasize differences in equally
important independent variables (Shah, Mayer, & Hegarty, 1999). Graph processing is
more accurate with line graphs in two dimensions than in three dimensions (Shah &
Carpenter, 1995).

Dot Graph

Line Graph

Pie Graph

Divided Bar
Graph
(known as a clustered
bar chart in Excel)

Figure 2. Examples of different graph types.
Cleveland said “the objective is to use an encoding scheme that provides high
visual contrast so that we can focus on all of the values of one type of item, mentally
filtering out the rest of the values” (p. 5). To that end, he introduced dot graphs as
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superior to bar graphs because the bars have length and width. The length and width of
bars are visually encoded such that the area of the bar holds meaning in addition to the
relative position of the end of the bar along a common scale. Since humans perform
judgements of position along a common scale more accurately than judgments of length
and area (Cleveland & McGill, 1984), bar graphs may lead to erroneous judgments with
certain types of data.
To take advantage of the propensity to judge position along a common scale most
accurately, designers should use dotted lines in a dot chart that has a meaningful baseline
that ends at the data dots to make judging the position of the data dots or the lengths of
the dotted lines easy to visually decode (Figure 3). If no meaningful baseline exists,
dotted lines should go all the way across so line length does not signify an aspect of the
graph that would hold meaning (Cleveland & McGill, 1985). See Figure 3.

Figure 3. Examples of dot and bar graphs with meaningful x- and y-axes. Both graphs
display the same data.
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Figure 4. Examples of dot and bar graph emanating from the y-axis. Both graphs display
the same data.

In an experiment, Cleveland, McGill, and McGill, (1988) showed that people
judge slope ratios most accurately when they have a mid-angle of ± 45 degrees. Slope
judgments are important for graphs that show how variable y depends on variable x
because they give the best rough visual estimate of the rate of change. Inaccurate slope
judgements can lead to inappropriate description of data and models. A graph’s aspect
ratio is the ratio of the height of the data rectangle to its width (Robbins, 2005). Because
of the relative accuracy with perception to slope, designers should manipulate the aspect
ratio to achieve slope ratios of approximately 45 degrees. If accurate judgment of the rate
of change is important, designers should graph the rate of change directly rather than
forcing the viewer to distill change from two trend lines. This way change is decoded by
the more accurate judgments of position along a common scale (Cleveland, McGill, &
McGill, 1988). Displaying differences on their own graph is also recommended to guide
conclusions (Cleveland & McGill, 1984).
In a series of experiments, Ratwani and Trafton (2008) compared response times
for different graphical patterns to measure comprehension of different graph types. They
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found response time was significantly faster for bar graphs than for line graphs and line
graphs significantly faster than pie graphs. Response time for reading horizontal bar
graphs was faster than line graphs. They also found response time for all three, line
graphs, bar graphs, and pie graphs to be faster than for doughnut graphs (pie graphs with
a hole in the center). They did not evaluate response time for dot graphs. They conclude
that response time is fastest for bar graphs suggesting that bar graphs are best for
extracting discrete values.
Other research indicates that logarithmic transformations of data are often more
effective at showing variation in the data than original values, and that full scale breaks
provide a clearer visual indication of the change in scale than partial scale breaks
(Cleveland, 1984). Audiences react positively to the use of percentages in graphs (Brown
& Newman, 1982). Multicolored scales allow faster and more accurate absolute-value
identification than brightness scales but brightness scales are faster and more accurate on
relative comparison tasks (Breslow, Trafton, & Ratwani, 2009). In addition, horizontally
formatted pictographs are perceived faster and more accurately than vertically formatted
pictographs and that shaded and one-graph pictographs are preferred (Price, Cameron, &
Butow, 2007).
Tufte published a number of authoritative texts on design principles for visual
displays of data. While it is unclear if his recommendations were empirically grounded or
based on his own observations, he was concerned with excellence in using statistical
graphics to transmit complex ideas with clarity, precision, and efficiency. He addresses
many design elements such as the data-ink ratio, the grid system of a graph; “chartjunk” ”
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(Tufte, 2006, p. 152); and other features with a focus on creating data displays that
maintain integrity (Tufte, 2001) and beauty (Tufte, 2001, 2006). Data-ink is the nonerasable core of a graphic, the ink that is essential to the variation in the numbers
represented; while chart junk is useless or optically active grids, boxes and frames,
redundant representations of data, unrelated graphics (Bartsch & Cobern, 2003), and
decoration. Maximizing the data-ink ratio reduces unnecessary mental processing
required to separate the essential aspects of the message from the noise (Tufte, 2001). A
main theme, which he demonstrates with numerous examples, is that the credibility of the
data can be lost with poor design (Tufte, 2001).
Hegarty, Canham, and Fabrikant (2010) demonstrate that good displays should
make task-relevant information salient. For example, color and line orientation can
represent different variables in the data, and the display can be ordered so that important
themes are clear. These display variables can affect the accuracy of task performance.
They also provide evidence that domain knowledge, not just graphics conventions affect
graphics comprehension.
The persuasiveness of data presented through bar graphs and line graphs
compared with data presented through tables was explored by Pandey, Manivannan, Nov,
Satterthwaite, and Bertini (2014). They found graphs to be more persuasive than tables
for viewers whose initial attitude is not strongly polarized. The reverse was true with
negatively polarized participants. Tables led to more participants with positive change
than graphs, so presentation type may have an effect on persuasion and the effect may be
moderated by initial attitude.
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Breaking complicated information up into smaller pieces helps the reader
integrate the information into existing understanding. Effective graphs do some of the
heavy cognitive lifting for viewers by synthesizing, organizing, and grouping information
into chunks allowing the quantitative information to be “absorbed more quickly than with
other presentations” (Robbins, 2005, p. 225).
Graphic Design
Graphic design is the practice of combining text and images, or graphics, in visual
media like advertisements, web pages, magazines and books, or PowerPoint
presentations. Visual processing theory posits the way design is used to communicate
with an audience. According to Evergreen (2011), “color, type, placement, and graphics
comprise the basic aspects of design that have stemmed from the theories of visual
processing. Thoughtful and strategic use of these aspects…support the reader’s attempts
to comprehend the material” (p. 28). When data are presented in certain ways, they form
patterns that can be readily perceived. Following perception-based guidelines, data can be
presented so that the important and informative patterns stand out. Disobeying the
guidelines leads to data that are incomprehensible or misleading (Ware, 2013).
Knowledge of the three phases of visual processing is important for those creating
slide shows and other visual media that has a likelihood of being retained in the long-term
memories of viewers. For a visual display to be noticed in the pre-attentive stage, graphic
designers support the most important information with such attributes as high contrast
colors, movement, blinking, or large type size. To facilitate working memory, techniques
need to support legibility and understanding. To maximize viewer attention in these two
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phases, graphic designers rely on an arsenal of variations in color, type, placement, and
graphics.
Color.
Color is now a readily accessible tool to draw attention to selective elements of
interest (Few, 2006). Background colors should generally be white or have very subdued
colors, body text should be dark grey or black, and headings, short call out texts or other
graphic elements can be highlighted with color to attract attention, guide understanding,
and aid information processing (Ware, 2008). However, the use of color for emphasis can
impede comprehension if too many colors are used indiscriminately; readers expect a
change in color to indicate a change in meaning and they will spend time and effort trying
to understand the meaning shift (Few, 2006; Malamed, 2009; Ware, 2008). In addition,
colors that are too bright can distract the reader from the rest of the text, or be difficult to
read if they do not sufficiently contrast with the background (Malamed, 2009; Ware,
2008). Red-green or blue-yellow color combinations should be avoided because they are
difficult for people with color blindness to distinguish (Few, 2007; Ware, 2008).
Type.
Effective use of typeface, the specific pattern of letters, and font, the general
appearance of the typeface such as italics or bold compared to normal weight letters, have
been well researched as it applies to long passages of text (see for example Perea, 2013;
Arditi & Cho, 2005). Anyone who has seen the work of a third-grader knows that
dramatic or unusual fonts can be used to attract attention, but font influences more than
attraction. Fonts must be consistent with the message of the presentation. For example,
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researchers can imply a level of professionalism with the choice of font used in
presentations. Mackiewicz (2007) investigated qualitative properties of ten fonts, used in
PowerPoint presentations by asking participants to judge fonts on “‘professional,’
‘interesting,’ and attractive’” (p. 296). The fonts studied were Garamond, Times New
Roman, Bookman Old Style, Arial, Verdana, Tahoma, and four that must be purchased
separately. Results indicate that viewers perceived Times New Roman to be slightly more
professional than Tahoma among the standard PowerPoint fonts but Tahoma was
perceived as being slightly easier to read and more attractive than Times New Roman.
Fonts must also be legible and readable. Legibility refers to how easily readers
can identify letter forms, while readability refers to the functional properties of the
typeface. While studies of comprehension have shown serif fonts to be easier to read in
long passages (Arditi & Cho, 2005), Mackiewicz also found that in PowerPoints there is
no significant difference between serif and sans serif fonts in terms of comfortable to
read, attractiveness, and interesting in presentations (2007). Additional specific
recommendations for using fonts effectively in PowerPoint presentations can be found in
Appendix A.
Placement.
Practical graphic design has adopted elements of the theory of Gestalt to predict
how specific arrangements of information on a page will influence interpretation by the
brain. Tourangeau, Couper, and Conrad conducted a number of experiments with surveys
that identify how respondents use visual clues in interpreting questions. They developed a
set of heuristics based on gestalt principles which assign meaning to spatial or visual
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clues. The five main heuristics for visual interpretation are: middle means typical, left and
top mean first, near means related, up means good, and like (in appearance) means close
(in meaning) (2004, p. 370; 2007, p. 94; 2013). For example, like means close means that
viewers interpret items that appear close together as being connected, regardless of
whether the closeness is in color, font, size, or physical proximity (Malamed, 2009;
Tourangeau, Couper, & Conrad, 2004; 2007; Ware, 2008). Interpretations that
perceptually grouped items belong together support the ability to comprehend graphs and
other graphic elements (Shah, Mayer, & Hegarty, 1999).
Position on the page or screen determines what gets noticed first and enhances
comprehension (Few, 2006; Malamed, 2009; Ware, 2013). The “up means good”
heuristic means that viewers infer value of an item by its position on the screen
(Tourangeau, Couper, & Conrad, 2013, p. 71). Viewers give more attention to elements
located in key positions which are the top half and left side of a page. Size, color,
orientation, and motion also emphasize key positions, which make manipulation of these
elements another tool to capture attention and support comprehension (Malamed, 2009).
Secondary, supportive, and explanatory information can be emphasized with smaller size,
less contrast, or a position in the bottom half or right side of the page or screen.
Differences may exist across cultural groups (Walton, Vukovic, & Marsden, 2002).
Viewers can also be directed to essential material with signals such as borders,
headings, and highlights which decreases extraneous processing (Sweller, 2010A).
Arrows, lines, numbers that rank order items, and compositional elements in a photo can
also cue the viewer to pay attention to areas the designer wishes to emphasize. Such
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direction improves focus, facilitates processing, and increases understanding by providing
visual cues to the audience. These steps activate more visual processing schemas,
promoting retention and recall from long-term memory (Malamed, 2009).
Graphics.
Graphics include any non-textual elements and imagery in the two-dimensional
space of the page, advertisement, or slide. Frequently artistic, photographs and
illustrations create impact (Sherin, 2013) while arrows, stars, or other shapes can be used
to signal important information (Shah, Mayer, & Hegarty, 1999; Sweller, 2010A). Graphs
of quantitative data are regularly used by news media and others to help tell their stories
(see for example: Rattner, 2017; Keneally & Diehm, 2015).
Graphs, charts, and to some extent, tables, rely on principles of color, type, and
placement to get their messages across. In addition, graphic designers can support
understanding by removing extraneous elements from the graphic (Few, 2006; Malamed,
2009; Tufte, 2001). Extraneous elements include three-dimensional displays, unnecessary
gridlines, and color gradation, all of which Tufte refers to as “visual noise” (2001, p.
105).
Color, type, placement, and graphics are elements in the graphic design arsenal
that have stemmed from the theories of visual processing. Thoughtful and strategic use of
these elements works to attract the attention of the viewer, aids in decoding the
information, and supports the viewer’s attempts to understand the material. PowerPoint is
a program that supports graphic design projects with its easily manipulated text, lines,
shapes, and images (Craig, 2017).
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PowerPoint
PowerPoint slide presentations are now ubiquitous in lecture halls, seminars and
webinars, on web pages, and elsewhere. PowerPoints are a staple in classrooms,
conference rooms, and computer-based training (Savoy, Proctor, & Salvendy, 2009). In
fact, PowerPoint presentations have been found to be preferred by students over
traditional lectures (Apperson, Laws, & Scepansky, 2006; Susskind, 2005) and lectures
with over-head transparencies (Bartsch & Cobern, 2003).
Durso, Pop, Burnett, and Stearman (2011) offer guidelines for creating effective
slide presentations based on perceptual and cognitive principles relevant to PowerPoint
slides. These guidelines cover such design aspects as font, color, layout, and tips to aid
comprehension of textual and graphic slides. These guidelines are listed in Appendix A.
Others have applied some of the principles of CLT to PowerPoints to improve their use
as a learning tool.
The redundancy principle of CLT implies that on-screen text should not be used if
it is repeated with audio or instructor narration (Mayer & Moreno, 2010) in PowerPoint
presentations because the redundant nature of using duplicate modalities forces the
viewer to consider both. Other studies have verified that the redundancy principle of CLT
can be applied to PowerPoint presentations with strong results by eliminating text when
narration is also a part of instructional delivery (Betancourt Lopez, 2014; Savoy, Proctor,
& Salvendy, 2009). On the other hand, Mayer and Johnson (2008) found that guiding
learners’ attention by placing two- or three-word descriptions next to the appropriate
visual information facilitated their learning. When small amounts of text are used as an
“attention-guiding mechanism” (Mayer & Moreno, 2010, p. 11) the redundancy principle
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is not violated. In CLT, placing short descriptions next to the visual or diagram also
satisfies the split attention principle and spatial contiguity principle. As such, extraneous
processes are decreased. Betancourt Lopez (2014) found in experimental conditions that
introductory statistics students reported a decrease in mental effort and improved
retention and transfer scores after watching a PowerPoint that applied the split-attention
principle or the redundancy principle compared to a control group. These studies suggest
that instructional delivery can lessen the load on the visual channel by adhering to these
principles.
Kosslyn (2007) takes a somewhat different approach and offers advice for
creating effective PowerPoint presentations based on the use of eight psychological
principles in support of three typical goals. The three typical goals of a presenter are: 1)
connect with one’s audience, 2) focus and hold attention, and 3) promote understanding
and memory. Kosslyn elaborates that, in general, PowerPoints should be relevant to the
audience’s needs and the presenter’s message. They should include audience appropriate
language, concepts, and displays. Differences should be salient and discriminable.
Presentations and individual slides should be organized to facilitate perception because
people automatically group elements into units to help them pay attention to and
remember the message. Additionally, the form of a message should be compatible with
its meaning with changes in properties, such as color or font, signaling changes in
meaning. Lastly, presenters should remember that people have a limited capacity to retain
and process information, so they will not understand a message if they are overloaded
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with information (Kosslyn, 2007). Kosslyn’s specific recommendations are included in
Appendix A.
If the role of graphic design is considered useful in enhancing understanding in
fields such as weather mapping, business analytics, and survey design, then researchers
also have the potential to gain utility and increase audience understanding by considering
elements of graphic design when disseminating results. Research indicates what types of
graphs are more readily understood for which types of data, and what strategies work best
to attract and hold the viewer’s attention; however, this research considers graphs in
isolation, comparing one graph with another without considering the broader context of
an overall message that the presenter hopes to convey. To some extent, presentation best
practices have been researched targeting the effectiveness of PowerPoint as a teaching
tool. Limited research indicates that application of principles of CLT facilitates learning a
statistics lesson. No studies comparing the efficacy of tables and graphs in PowerPoint
presentations on understanding or recall were found. There is a gap in the research in
regard to the effectiveness of graphs compared to tables in slide format (PowerPoint) for
understanding of data and research results and if data visualization techniques support
greater understanding and recall of presentations in their entirety.
Recall and retention by level of information complexity
Copious research exists indicating that recall and retention vary depending on
level of difficulty of the information presented (for an example related to aging and
executive function see Angel et al., 2016; for physiologic response to test taking see
Kuhlman, 2014; for incorporating retrieval as part of learning tasks see Roelle and
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Berthold, 2017; for learner age and multi-media instruction see Sierra, Fisk, and Rogers,
2002).
Research shows that children’s working memory performance as measured with
reading comprehension declines with more complex sentences (Magimairaj &
Montgomery, 2012) and that children given an easy filler task during a retention interval
performed better than those given a difficult task (Mahy & Moses, 2015). Furthermore,
immediate and delayed recall falls as the cognitive load of the task increases (Camos &
Portrat, 2015).
In contrast, correlations between memory span and comprehension were higher
with moderate difficulty reading- or math-related background tasks compared to when
the tasks were simple or difficult (Turner, 1989) suggesting that recall declines when an
individual’s memory span capacity is reached. However, the number of familiar features,
not the complexity of features, in letter shapes affects the speed and capacity for
encoding into visual working memory (Ngiam, Khaw, Holcombe, & Goodburn, 2018).
The number of errors made is also a function of information complexity. Subjects
made fewer errors with easy memory span tasks compared to difficult tasks while
spending more time on difficult memory span tasks compared to moderate span tasks
(Conway & Engle, 1996). Subjects made more errors recalling a string of answers with
more difficult mental arithmetic problems compared to easier problems (Conlin,
Gathercole, & Adams, 2005). In addition, Irrazabal, Saux, and Burin (2016)
demonstrated that subjects made more errors with a complex task compared to an easier
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task. These results suggest that information complexity plays a role in immediate and
delayed recall as well as accuracy of recall.
However, multimedia instruction (PowerPoint with animations) improves
comprehension and reduces the negative impact of information complexity compared to
text-only and overhead instruction (Andres & Petersen, 2002). A meta-analysis of the use
of cues (titles, labels, arrows, and other devices) to reduce cognitive load in multi-media
presentations found that perceived difficulty decreased with cues and that retention and
the ability to apply information to different contexts was improved (Xie et al., 2017)
suggesting that PowerPoint presentations may be manipulated to enhance understanding
and recall.
While the research on understanding and recall of information by level of
difficulty in a wide variety of contexts is extensive, none was found investigating the
effects of graphs compared to tables in presentations or the level of complexity of
statistical analysis on understanding and recall.
Think Aloud Protocols
Verbal protocol analysis and, particularly, the think aloud method, were
developed by Ericcson and Simon (1984). The think aloud method of protocol analysis
involves asking people to think out loud while solving a problem, then analyzing the
resulting verbal protocols to develop or test a model of the problem solving process (van
Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994). “Verbal data is recordable behavior, which should
be observed and analyzed like any other behavior” (Ericsson & Simon, 1984, p. 9). While
the think aloud method was designed to explain cognitive structures, it has been shown to
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be a rigorous and methodologically reliable tool with applicability to different fields
(Cansino, 2011; Taylor & Dionne, 2000; Yang, 2003). The verbal protocol “is a unique
source of information on cognitive processes.” (van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg,
1994, p. xi)
“Adults have been observed to speak aloud spontaneously with intent to
communicate” (Ericsson & Simon, 1984, p. 63) so verbal methods can be used to
examine subjects’ internal states. Verbal protocols are created by asking people to solve
one or more problems while saying what they are thinking. These verbal reports are
fundamental data which “require substantial interpretation and analysis to see their
implications” (van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994, p. 8) for development of a
problem-solving theory. Think aloud protocol analysis provides a way to validate or
create theories of problem-solving or other thought processes.
From the perspective of information-processing theory, thinking aloud requires
the verbalization of the dialog in one’s head while engaged in problem solving. The
requirement for direct reporting of inner speech from short-term memory, without
elucidation, limits the demand on mental resources and is essential to produce valid and
reliable data (Ericsson & Simon, 1984; Newell & Simon, 1972). The information
available in short term memory for verbalization is limited by what one is actually
thinking during the problem-solving process (Ericsson & Simon, 1984)), however,
verbalization does not capture all mental processes (White, 1980).
One reason why verbal reports of one’s inner thoughts might not be complete is
that only the fragments of thinking that are recognized by the thinker can be verbalized,
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so highly practiced thinking or parallel processing cannot be reliably reported (Ericsson
& Simon, 1984). Similarly, information that is in working memory for a brief period, that
is too complex to verbalize, or that can be characterized as non-verbal in character may
be incomplete (van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994).
Another reason verbal reports might be incomplete is that verbalizations are
limited by the individual’s capacity to simultaneously think and report thinking. So it is
possible that additional information will not be reported because of competing demands
for processing resources (Ericsson & Simon, 1992). Third, some types of information,
such as goals and the steps taken to reach those goals, are more likely to be reported than
other types of information (Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995 as cited in Taylor & Dionne,
2000). As a result, think aloud data do not produce a complete record of the thinking
process, but rather produces a guide to thinking that permits the systematic tracing of the
problem-solving process (Anderson J. R., 1987, Ericsson & Simon, 1992, Taylor &
Dionne, 2000). Nevertheless, “instructions to think aloud do not alter the sequence of
cognitive processes significantly” (Ericsson & Simon, 1984, p. 62).
In the think aloud method, subjects are asked to verbalize their thinking while
performing some task. Occasionally, additional prompting might be needed during the
problem-solving process to encourage them to keep talking. Subjects’ verbalizations are
recorded and transcribed later. The transcriptions are segmented based on phrasing and
pauses. The segments are then coded into categories (van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg,
1994). These codes become the data that allow for interpretation of the thoughts and
behaviors employed in the problem solving process (Cansino, 2011).
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By relying on this simple verbalization process, the think aloud method avoids
interpretation by the subject. Since the output is available to anyone with an audio
recorder, think aloud constitutes an objective method for analyzing problem solving and
creating verbal protocols (van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994).
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Definitions
Axes – horizontal and vertical scales on which data are plotted. Typically, the xaxis is horizontal, the y-axis is vertical, and the z-axis represents a third
axis if there is one. If there is a relationship between x and y, the x-axis
represents the independent variable while the y-axis represents the
dependent variable.
Advanced Beginners – Advanced beginners are individuals who have limited
statistics training consistent with satisfactory completion of a college-level
introductory statistics course. Advanced beginners in this experiment are
students enrolled in the third term of a three-term sequence of statistics
and business analytics courses.
Chart – The words graph and chart are frequently used synonymously. Since the
word chart is also used to refer to such things as nautical charts, weather
maps, and other visualizations, the word graph is used here to avoid
confusion. Note: Microsoft Excel uses chart to refer to graph types.
Density – Shading or amount of black.
Expert – Experts have advanced training in statistics consistent with a doctorallevel education. Expert participants in this study have completed or are
nearing completion of Doctor of Philosophy degrees in Research Methods
and Statistics.
Graph – A graphical display of numerical information.
Glyph – A symbolic figure or character (Merriam-Webster Inc., 2017).
Graphical framework – The structural components of a graph.
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Graphical pattern – The pictorial object of the graph (e.g., the actual lines in a line
graph, bars in a bar graph, or slices in a pie graph.)
Hue – Color
Legend – Information that identifies coding of colors or symbols used in a graph.
Marker – The point on the graph that refers to a specific value.
Novice – Novices are individuals whose experience with statistics is consistent
with the mathematics education of a high-school graduate. Novice
participants in this study are in their first few weeks of statistical training
and are enrolled in the first term of a three-term sequence of statistics and
business analytics courses.
Plot – The area of a graph that contains the axis and corresponding numerical
information.
Recall – Delayed memory of information.
Referent – The specific value represented by the data marker.
Scale – Units of measure used on an axis.
Scale break – A visual separation in an axis that represents a jump along the scale.
Saturation – Intensity (as saturation decreases the color becomes grayer).
Understanding – Immediate recall of information.
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Chapter Two: Method
Research Questions
Is there an effect of statistical training (advanced beginners/novices) on
understanding and recall of information provided?
Is there an effect of presentation (tables/graphs) on understanding and recall of
information?
Does the degree of complexity of presented material impact understanding and
recall of information provided?
Are there interactions between level of statistical training, mode of presentation,
level of complexity, on understanding and recall of information provided in presentations
of research results?
Do participants’ personal characteristics such as interest in research topic, attitude
toward empirical research, and level of statistical training predict assessment test scores?
How do people with advanced statistical training interpret graphical and tabular
presentations of research results?
Null Hypotheses
H01: There is no statistically significant main effect of level of training in statistics
(Novice or Advanced Beginner).
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H02: There is no statistically significant main effect of treatment (graphs or tables).
H03: There is no statistically significant main effect of time (Round 1 or Round 2).
H04: There is no statistically significant main effect of level of slide complexity
(easy, moderate, and difficult).
H05: There is no statistically significant interaction between time (Round 1 and
Round 2) and treatment (graphs or tables).
H06: There is no statistically significant interaction between time (Round 1 and
Round 2) and training (INFO1010 and INFO2020)
H07: There is no statistically significant interaction between level of complexity
and treatment.
H08: There is no statistically significant interaction between level of complexity
and training.
H09: There is no statistically significant interaction between time and level of
complexity.
H010: There is no statistically significant between-subjects effect between level of
statistical training and treatment.
H011: There is no statistically significant interaction between time, treatment, and
training.
H012: There is no statistically significant interaction between level of complexity,
treatment, and training.
H013: There is no statistically significant interaction between time, level of
complexity, and treatment.
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H014: There is no statistically significant interaction between time, level of
complexity, and training.
H015: There is no statistically significant interaction between time, level of
complexity, treatment, and training.
H016: Sex, major, number of quarters towards degree, number of statistics classes,
US secondary education, research attitude, Colorado resident, issue interest, number of
PowerPoints (PPTs) viewed in last month, number of PPTs created, treatment, and
training do not significantly predict test score.
Quantitative Design
The quantitative portion of this project was a strong quasi-experiment with a
cluster random assignment design (Gilner, Morgan, & Leech, 2009) of classroom groups
to two treatments with three levels of information complexity as a repeated factor. The
goal was to determine if there was a statistically significant difference in immediate
understanding and delayed recall of research results presented with a slide presentation
with results tables formatted in APA-style or presented using data visualization
techniques based on cognitive theory and graphic design best practices. Tables are
“characterized by a row/column structure” (Concise rules of APA style, 2011, p. 105),
whereas, graphs (or plots) are characterized by a visual representation that typically
shows relationships between numbers using lines, dots, bars, or other symbols (Graph,
2017). Randomization of clusters (classroom groups) is necessary to reduce the
possibility of bias and confounding variables within the sample population and is the
foundation for the assumption of independence between groups (Suresh, 2011).
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Potential biasing factors include systematic differences within the make-up of
each class such as preference for the teacher or class schedule. Because there was no
reason to suspect differing ability from one class to another and because class
membership was unrelated to the experiment, the potential for bias was negligible. A
relatively large number of sections was available for participation which mitigated this
threat as well. Additional threats to internal validity and strategies to manage them are
noted in the following sections.
Participants.
Participants were undergraduates at the University of Denver enrolled in
Analytics I or Analytics III. Analytics is a required sequence of statistics courses for all
undergraduate business majors. The first in the series is Analytics I. Students enrolled in
Analytics I generally have no prior coursework in statistics. They are typically in their
first or second year of college, between the ages of 18 and 20. A prerequisite for students
to enroll in Analytics III is satisfactory completion of Analytics I and II or an
introductory statistics course such as Advanced Placement Statistics, so all Analytics III
participants will have had some statistical training. Students in this course are typically
second- through fourth-year college students between the ages of nineteen and twentytwo with majors in any department (finance, marketing, accounting, etc.) within the
college of business. In both groups, approximately ninety-two percent were graduates of
American high schools; the balance were international students. The number of male and
female students was approximately equal. A summary of participants’ demographic
background is provided in
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Table 1. Instructors of record were asked for permission to present to their
classrooms. The experiment including introduction with informed consent paperwork,
slide show presentation, and assessment took less than twenty-five minutes of classroom
time. The second round assessment took about ten minutes of class time.
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Table 1
Demographic Characteristics of Experimental Participants
Characteristic

Category Count

M

SD Skew Kurtosis

Novice
Sex (n = 96)
Program (n = 93)

Nation of Secondary Education (n = 93)

Female

42

Male

54

Business
Major
Other Major

81

United States

89

Other
Colorado Resident (n = 97)

12
4

Yes

40

No

57

Age (n = 96)

19.04

1.70

3.22

13.05

Number of PPTs Viewed (n = 96)

2.06

0.89

0.31

-1.20

Number of PPTs Created (n = 95)

1.53

1.17

0.06

-1.20

Number of Quarters Toward Degree (n = 96)

1.71

2.28

1.28

0.87

Number of Statistics Classes Taken (n = 96)

0.31

0.53

1.46

1.23

Attitude toward Statistics (n = 95)

3.32

1.06

-0.78

1.42

Attitude toward Empirical Research (n = 95)

3.31

0.95

-0.27

1.13

Issue Interest (n = 96)

3.11

1.20

-0.93

0.83

19.76

2.24

7.10

60.00

Number of PPTs Viewed (n = 92)

2.15

0.80

-0.55

-0.46

Number of PPTs Created (n = 92)

1.91

1.11

-0.32

-1.43

Number of Quarters Toward Degree (n = 91)

3.93

2.00

2.58

7.12

Number of Statistics Classes Taken (n = 93)

2.12

0.55

0.07

3.32

Attitude towards Statistics (n = 94)

3.32

1.21

-0.90

0.71

Attitude toward Empirical Research (n = 94)

3.39

1.02

-0.42

0.47

Issue Interest (n = 94)

3.39

0.87

-0.77

0.37

Advanced Beginner
Sex (n = 94)
Program (n = 86)

Nation of Secondary Education (n = 94)
Colorado Resident (n = 94)

Female

54

Male

40

Business
Major
Other Major

78

United States

83

Other

11

Yes

43

No

51

Age (n = 94)

47

8

Demographic variables were compared across class groups to test group
similarity. Extraneous experiences of participants were controlled to some extent with the
selection of the Analytics I and III courses because Analytics I is the first course in the
series and Analytics III is taken by undergraduates soon after completing their
introductory statistics courses. Environmental variables were controlled within the
classrooms as all sections were held in lecture halls that are indistinguishable from one
another from the inside of the room.
Materials.
Two PPT presentations were created using descriptive statistics and analysis of
data from 2016 Colorado Health Rankings (Colorado, 2016). See Appendix B for images
of all PPT slides. One presentation displayed results using graphs and imagery designed
using graphic design best practices and the other presented results using tables based on
guidelines established in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association, Sixth Edition. Both PowerPoint presentations utilized elements of CLT to
minimize confounding results from presentation techniques. Both presentations used the
same font and slide titles as well. The title of every slide signaled the conclusion or
important information viewers should glean from that slide. The presentations were
recorded with scripted narration so that the presentations were identical except for the
visual aspects of the slide content. See Appendix C for slide-by-slide script. The slides
were ranked by complexity of information as easy, moderate, and difficult. See Appendix
D for slide complexity and slide counts by complexity.
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A panel of experts (see Table 2) reviewed the presentations to ensure that they
adhere to the guidelines in Appendix A – Principles for Creating Effective PowerPoint
Presentations, Appendix E – Principles for Creating Effective Graphs, Appendix F –
APA Table Construction Guidelines. The panel judged that the slides were
informationally equivalent and provided feedback for the slide rankings. Adjustments
were made to slides based on expert reviewer comments to ensure informational
equivalence; slides were then returned to the expert reviewers for final judgment.
Table 2
Expert Review Panelist Characteristics
Reviewer
1
2
3

Position/Education
Lecturer/PhD
Doctoral Student
Doctoral Student

Contributions
Slide and assessment review
Slide and assessment review
Slide and assessment review

Slides.
Slides for each of the two presentations are provided in Appendix B and the
corresponding script is in Appendix C. As an example of graph/table pairing, slide 6 in
Appendix B show cluster membership of Colorado’s counties based on five health
outcome variables. Slide 6 presents the cluster membership in a table which is formatted
according to APA guidelines (Concise rules of APA style, 2011). The table has rules on
the top and bottom, with a rule separating the table title from the column labels. White
space is used to visually separate the columns and different clusters. Per APA guidelines,
the word “NOTE” below the table is used to call attention to explanatory information
Slide 6 shows the same cluster membership of Colorado’s counties using a map of the
state with each county color coded to show its cluster membership. A number of design
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principles have been applied to this slide. According to visual processing theory, color
attracts attention in the pre-attentive phase so using color should attract attention to the
slide. The gestalt principle that Like Means Close can be seen in the choice of colors.
Since the Worst and Poor clusters include counties with poorer health outcomes than the
Good and Best clusters, Worst and Poor clusters are color coded in different shades of
blue while Good and Best clusters are colored in different shades of yellow. Since readers
infer that upper left locations signal importance, the note that appears under the table in
Slide 6 is located in the upper left of this slide. The reference to clusters “Worst,” “Poor,”
“Good,” and “Best” in the note are colored to match the color coding of the clusters,
highlighting important information while doubling as a legend which reduces clutter on
the slide. It is also possible that the recognizable shapes of the state and counties evoke
an emotional response in some viewers which might help cement information contained
in this image for those viewers. These two slides are informationally equivalent.
Assessment.
A twenty one-item assessment with multiple choice and true/false questions was
created to gauge understanding and recall of the content in the presentations. The same
panel of experts that reviewed the slide content (see Table 2) reviewed the assessment to
provide support for content validity—the assessment logically measures understanding
and recall of the material. Reliability was assessed with Cronbach’s alpha. For the entire
assessment α = .48, for easy items α = .42, for moderate items α = .41, and for difficult
items α = 0.13 which indicates a low level of internal consistency and suggests a high
degree of error variance for the assessment as a whole and at each level of complexity
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(DeVellis, 2012). The correlation (r = .50) between the assessment given immediately
following the slide shows and the same assessment with re-ordered questions
administered after two weeks was statistically significant which indicates reasonable testretest reliability.
Experimental Procedure.
Approval of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) was acquired before proceeding
with the experiment. IRB assigned the project #1006318-1. Instructors of Analytics I
(novice) and Analytics III (advanced beginner) classes were recruited via email. See
Appendix G for recruitment materials. Intact sections of Analytics I and Analytics III
were randomly assigned to view one of the two presentations. Scheduling was
coordinated with each professor. The researcher entered the classroom according to the
professors’ directions. The professor introduced the researcher. The researcher then
proceeded to introduce the study using the script approved by the IRB. See Appendix H
for introductory materials. After the introduction, the researcher distributed a packet that
included the Informed Consent form for the experiment and the assessment. Students
were not required to participate and did not receive any compensation or course credit if
they did. All sections except one were required by their teacher to remain in the
classroom regardless of their choice to participate. The cover page of the assessment
instructed participants not to open it until after the presentation.
After a few minutes pause to allow students to read the informed consent form the
presentation was started. The presentations were displayed using the classroom’s
overhead projection system with the recorded audio broadcast over the sound system.
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Slides advanced automatically. Each presentation lasted on average 9 minutes 51
seconds. Immediately following the presentation, participants completed the assessment.
The assessment was administered using paper and pencil. The assessment questions are
provided in Appendix I. This phase of the experiment took approximately 20 minutes of
class time. The assessment was administered a second time at two weeks postpresentation to gauge recall of the material. Questions were re-ordered for the second test
in an effort to minimize any practice effect. This phase of the experiment took
approximately 10 minutes.
Analysis.
All analyses were completed using SPSS version 24. The research hypotheses
were evaluated using ANOVA to estimate the significance of differences in means for
each main effect and interaction of factors. A mixed-design analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to compare means for the two groups on the immediate post- and
follow-up tests. The mixed ANOVA model has two between-subjects factors with two
levels each and two within-subjects factor with three and two levels. The betweensubjects factors were treatment with 2 levels; level 1 is the PPTt presentation with graphs
and level 2 is the PPT with tables; the second between-subjects factor was training level
(novice, advanced beginner). The within-subject factors were the immediate post-test
(R1) and the follow-up test (R2) and level of slide information complexity with three
levels (easy, moderate, difficult). See Table 3 for an overview of the experimental design.
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Table 3
Mixed ANOVA Design
Between
Within Subjects Factors
Subjects Factors
Initial Understanding (R1)
Recall (R2)
Easy
Moderate Difficult
Easy
Moderate
Novice Group 1
Score11
Score12
Score13
Score21
Score22
- Graphs
Novice Group 2
Score11
Score12
Score13
Score21
Score22
- Tables
Advanced
beginner Group
Score11
Score12
Score13
Score21
Score22
3 - Graphs
Advanced
beginner Group
Score11
Score12
Score13
Score21
Score22
4 - Tables

Difficult
Score23
Score23
Score23

Score23

A priori sample size for repeated measures, between factors ANOVA with four
factors and six repetitions was calculated for a medium effect size (f = .25) and power of
0.70 (α = .05) using G*Power 3.1.9.2. Sample size was estimated as n = 88. Most
Analytics I and III classes have 30 or more students so approximately four classes (two of
each) were needed to get a sufficient sample allowing that some students would choose
not to participate or be absent during the presentation or follow-up test. The final sample
size was 193. Regression analysis was used to determine if demographic variables such
as sex and level of statistical training predicted level of recall and understanding with
either the graphic presentation or the tabular presentation.
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Qualitative Design
The embedded qualitative portion of this project used the think aloud method (van
Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994) of protocol analysis to reveal stages of the process
of interpreting tables and graphs employed by people with advanced statistical training.
In the think aloud method, participants are asked to articulate their thought processes
while attempting to solve a problem with the goal of obtaining a “unique source of
information on cognitive processes” (p. xi) involved in interpreting graphs and tables.
Participants.
Participants were six advanced graduate students in the Research Methods and
Statistics Program at the University of Denver who had completed many quantitative
analysis classes including analysis of variance, correlation and regression, multivariate
statistics, hierarchical linear modeling, and structural equation modeling.
Materials and Procedure.
Participants were randomly assigned to view either the slide set with graphs or the
set with tables. The same slide sets from the experimental portion were presented without
the accompanying audio. After a brief introduction, and reading and signing the Informed
Consent form, participants were given instructions to verbalize their thought processes
while interpreting the slides. They were provided a brief warm-up slide show to
familiarize themselves with the procedure after which they watched the experimental
slide show. One participant saw the presentation on a mounted television screen, the
other five saw it on the researcher’s laptop computer screen. Participants viewed each
slide for the same duration as participants in the experiment during which they articulated
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their thinking. The researcher recorded the verbalizations with a hand-held recorder. No
input from the researcher was needed other than an occasional reminder to keep talking.
Participants completed the same demographic questionnaire and first-round assessment
as participants in the experimental component. The time required of each participant was
about twenty minutes.
Data Handling
Experimental Data Handling.
Immediately upon leaving a classroom, assessments were labeled with course and
section. They were scored by assigning one point for a correct answer and zero points for
a wrong answer. See Appendix I for question and answer content of the assessment and
Appendix J for demographic questions.
During scoring for the first class that participated in the experiment, it was
discovered that assessment Question 13, a multiple-choice question, did not include the
correct answer. The assessment was changed for all other groups. Since the first group
was unable to choose the correct answer, its response to this question is Missing Not at
Random. Only one person in this first group got the answer correct on the second
assessment, that person was given correct on the first and everyone else was given
incorrect on the first.
Question 12: Which Colorado County had the best health outcome rank in 2016?
In the first group two responses indicated the county with the cities of Parker or Castle
Rock instead of the county’s name which is Douglas. The city information was provided
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in the audio. The decision was made to count answers that correctly indicated the county
by any information provided in the presentations as correct.
Assessment questions that were left blank were treated as incorrect. Questions
that were left blank in the demographic questionnaire were treated as missing at random
since no discernable pattern exists among the unanswered questions.
Sixty-three people who participated in the first round did not participate in the
second round. These participants were removed from the data set.
Protocol Analysis Data Handling.
Each participant’s think aloud protocol was audio recorded by the researcher.
Audio recordings were later transcribed. Transcriptions were divided into phrases based
on pauses or transitions in the recordings. Since the verbalizations corresponded to
specific slides in the presentations, the phrases were organized and, ultimately, analyzed
by slide. A system of codes was developed and the codes were applied to every phrase.
See table 4 for codes used.
Table 4
Codes used in Protocol Analysis
Code
"Interesting"
"Makes
Sense"
"Okay" - U
"Okay" - T
Critique-Neg
Critique-Pos
Curious
Interpret
NA
Personal

Meaning
Says "interesting" or uses the word in a phrase
Says "makes sense" or uses the word 'sense'
Says "okay" to indicate understanding of slide content
Says "okay" to indicate transition in slides
Offers negative criticism of slide content or format
Offers positive criticism of slide content or format
Verbalization indicating curiosity for extension of information provided
Verbalization indicating an attempt to interpret slide content
Not coded (nothing said or banter with researcher)
Looks to apply slide content to own experience/life
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Preparation
Process
Question
Read
Re-read
Understand
Schema

Phrase or statement indicating anticipation of data display
Phrase or statement indicating mental processing of slide content
Phrase or statement looking for missing/additional information to aid
interpretation
Reads slide text verbatim
Reads part of slide during interpretations
Verbalization indicating understanding of slide content
Uses specific statistical vocabulary indicating schema in long-term memory

Once coding was complete, flow charts were created for each participant and each
slide in an effort to visualize similarities and differences in the protocols. Analysis
followed.
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Chapter Three: Results
In this chapter, results from the quantitative phase and qualitative phase are
reported in separate sections. The chapter begins with a section for the experiment which
is followed by a section for the protocol analysis. Each section starts with a description of
the participants in that phase. The quantitative phase includes a subsection with
assumptions testing of the linear model, and finally, results are presented for both
sections.
Quantitative Results
Description of participants.
A total of six novice and five advanced-beginner classes participated in the
experiment with final sample size n = 193. Of the six novice classes, three watched the
graphs PowerPoint (n = 49) and three watched the tables PowerPoint (n = 47). Three
advanced beginner sections watched the tables PowerPoint (n = 60) and two watched the
graphs PowerPoint (n = 37). The Round 1 (R1) assessment was administered
immediately post treatment and the Round 2 (R2) assessment was administered to all
groups exactly two weeks after R1.
Participants completed a demographic questionnaire. Complete demographic
information is provided in Table 1. All participants were undergraduates. Participants
were asked to list their degree program. Twenty different programs were listed. For
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analysis, program was collapsed into business majors (n = 159) and other majors (n =
20). There were fifteen non-responses to this question.
The novice students had completed an average of 1.71 quarters towards their
degrees and had taken M = .31 statistics courses, while advanced beginners had
completed 3.93 quarters towards their degrees with an average of 2.12 statistics classes.
Participants were asked to list the nation where they received their secondary
school education. In addition to the United States (n = 172), ten countries were listed.
These ten countries were collapsed into one category (n = 15) representing only 8% of
the sample.
Participants were asked to rate their attitude towards statistics on a five-point
rating scale ranging from “very unfavorable” to “very favorable” with 1 being “very
unfavorable” and 5 representing “very favorable.” The mean rating for participants in
both courses was M = 3.32. The same rating scale was used to assess participants’
attitude toward empirically based research with INFO1010 students expressing M = 3.31
and INFO2020 students M = 3.39.
Participants were asked to rate their interest in Colorado health issues on a fivepoint rating scale ranging from “very uninterested” to “very interested” and categorized
as 1 – 5 with 5 being “very interested.” Means scores were 3.13 for INFO1010 and M =
3.39 for INFO2020.
Quantitative Analysis Assumptions.
A general linear model with repeated measures was run to understand the effects
of treatment (graphs or tables), statistics training level (beginner or novice), time (R1 or
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R2), and slide complexity level (easy, moderate, difficult) on score. Statistical
significance was evaluated at α = .05 with Bonferroni correction applied. There was one
extreme value in the scores as defined by SPSS Version 24 which was three box lengths
outside the box in a box and whiskers plot. That record was removed from analysis.
Effects of univariate outliers were analyzed at Z > |2| (n = 143) and Z > |3|, (n = 191).
Results of the Z > |3| model were nearly identical to results with the full data set. Result
of the Z > |2| model were similar to results from the full data set. In the full data set, no
record had a leverage value greater than the critical value of .0368 (Karadimitriou &
Marshall, 2015) indicating that no individual record exerted undue influence on the
model. Subsequently, only results based on the complete data set are reported here. The
interested reader may contact the author for more detail.
Normality was established for all six dependent variables, that is easy, moderate,
and difficult scores for each round, with skewness values < |1|. There was homogeneity
of variance for R1 easy (p = .458), moderate (p = .490), and difficult scores (p =.264),
and R2 easy (p =.513), moderate (p = .063), and difficult scores (p = .439), as assessed by
Levene's test for equality of variances.
Sphericity could be assumed (Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon >.70) for all repeated
factors and interactions of repeated factors.
Effects.
Experimental results are presented in this section. The assessment was comprised
of twenty-one questions, with five questions pertaining to the easy slides, nine for the
moderate slides, and seven for the difficult slides. Correct answers earned one point,
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incorrect answers earned zero points. Because of the unequal number of questions at each
difficulty level, scores for each level are the percent of total questions at that level that
the participant answered correctly. See Table 5 for means and standard deviations of
scores for each round and difficulty level.
Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations for Dependent Variables
Treatment Training
M
Round & Complexity
R1 Easy Slides
Tables
Novice
43.33
Adv. Beginner
46.67
Total
45.19
Graphs
Novice
54.69
Adv. Beginner
54.05
Total
54.42
Total
Novice
49.07
Adv. Beginner
49.48
Total
49.28
R1 Moderate Slides

Tables

Graphs

Total

R1 Difficult Slides

Tables

Graphs

Total

SD
16.67
15.91
16.26
21.90
22.04
21.83
20.21
18.73
19.43

N
48
60
108
49
37
86
97
97
194

Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total

57.18
60.56
59.05
60.54
58.56
59.69
58.88
59.79
59.34

18.48
19.56
19.07
20.42
15.42
18.36
19.46
18.03
18.71

48
60
108
49
37
86
97
97
194

Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total

40.48
41.19
40.87
44.90
41.70
43.52
42.71
41.38
42.05

15.41
18.43
17.08
16.24
15.93
16.09
15.90
17.43
16.66

48
60
108
49
37
86
97
97
194
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Means and Standard Deviations for Dependent Variables
Treatment Training
M
Round & Complexity
R2 Easy Slides
Tables
Novice
36.67
Adv. Beginner
38.67
Total
37.78
Graphs
Novice
42.04
Adv. Beginner
40.00
41.16
39.38
39.18
39.28

19.73
19.46
18.01
18.70

86
97
97
194

Total

Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice

47.69
47.04
47.33
45.35
49.25
47.03
46.51

12.75
16.79
15.07
19.22
14.47
17.35
16.30

48
60
108
49
37
86
97

Tables

Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice

47.88 15.91 97
47.19 16.08 194
37.74 17.05 48

Graphs

Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice

27.62 16.61 60
32.12 17.47 108
37.32 17.93 49

Total

Adv. Beginner
Total
Novice

35.14 16.36 37
36.38 17.21 86
37.53 17.41 97

Adv. Beginner
Total

30.49 16.83 97
34.01 17.44 194

Tables

Graphs

R2 Difficult Slides

N
48
60
108
49
37

Total
Novice
Adv. Beginner
Total

Total

R2 Moderate Slides

SD
18.60
17.22
17.79
20.10
19.44

NOTE: All scores are reported as percent of total questions that are correct at each level of slide
difficulty. R1 = immediate posttest, R2 = follow-up test at two weeks.

Level of training was not statistically significant, F(1,190) = .161, p = .689, H01
was retained. The main effects of treatment, F(1,190) = 4.29, p = .040, partial η2 = 0.022;
time, F(1,190) = 125.60, p < .001, partial η2 = 0.40; and complexity, F(2, 380) = 71.42, p
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< .001, partial η2 = 0.27, were statistically significant. H02, H03 and H04 were rejected.
The graphs treatment mean was 3.2% higher than the tables treatment mean and R2 score
mean was 9.9% lower than R1. Scores for the moderate slide questions were higher than
either easy slide questions (mean difference = 8.8%) and for difficult slide questions
(mean difference = 15.0%). See Figure 5 for a display of the main effect means.

Figure 5. Statistically significant main effects.
Table for complete details of the repeated measures ANOVA results. There were
no statistically significant two-way interactions. H05, H06, H07, H08, H09, and H010 were
retained. The interaction between Time, Treatment, and Training, F(1, 190) = 4.15, p =
.043, partial η2 = 0.02 was statistically significant. H011was rejected. The simple effects
of this interaction were investigated and are reported below. There were no other
statistically significant three-way interactions. H012, H013, and H014 were retained. The
four-way interaction between Time, Complexity, Treatment, and Training was not
statistically significant. H015 was retained.
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Table 6
ANOVA Summary Table for the Effects of Treatment, Time, Complexity, and Training
df

Source
Treatment
Training
Treatment * Training
Error
Time
Time * Treatment
Time * Training
Time * Treatment * Training
Error (Time)
Complexity
Complexity * Treatment
Complexity * Training
Complexity * Treatment * Training
Error (Complexity)
Time * Complexity
Time * Complexity * Treatment
Time * Complexity * Training
Time * Complexity * Treatment *
Training
Error (Time*Complexity)

1
1
1
190
1
1
1
1
190
2
2
2
2
380
2
2
2
2

F
4.29
0.16
0.07

Partial
η2
p
0.040
0.02
0.689
0.00
0.797
0.00

125.60
1.14
1.01
4.15

<0.001
0.287
0.316
0.043

0.40
0.01
0.01
0.02

71.42
2.89
2.24
0.72

<0.001
0.057
0.108
0.487

0.27
0.01
0.01
0.00

2.27
1.66
1.05
1.24

0.105
0.192
0.350
0.289

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
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The simple effects of time, treatment, and training were evaluated using
independent-samples t-tests because of their statistically significant interaction. The data
set was split by level of training. Statistical significance was evaluated at α = .05. See
Figure 6 for a graphical representation of the interaction.
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Round 2

Round 1

Percent Correct

55
50

Novices
Adv. Beginners

45

Novices
Adv. Beginners

40
35
Tables

Graphs

Tables

Graphs

Treatment
Figure 6. Interaction of time, treatment, and training.

Round 1 (R1) easy item scores for novices were statistically significantly higher
for the graphs treatment (M = 54.7%, SD = 21.9%) than for the tables treatment (M =
43.3%, SD = 16.6%), t(95) = -2.87, p = 0.005. This is a medium effect (Cohen’s d = 0.58)
(Cohen, 1977, p. 25) indicating that the novices in the graphs treatment scored 0.58
standard deviations higher on easy items than novices in the tables treatment. In addition,
Round 2 (R2) difficult item scores for advanced beginners were statistically significantly
higher for the graphs treatment (M = 35.1%, SD = 16.4%) than for the tables treatment
(M = 27.6%, SD 16.6%); t(95) = -2.18, p = 0.032. The effect size approaches a medium
effect with d = 0.46 indicating that advanced beginners in the graphs treatment scored an
average of 0.46 standard deviations higher on difficult items than those in the tables
treatment. All other simple effects are not statistically significant. All means and standard
deviations are listed in Table 5. Complete t-test results are listed in Table 7.
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Table 7
T-test for Equality of Means*
Difference
Training
Novice

Score

LL

UL

-0.19
-0.11
-0.11
-0.13
-0.04
-0.07

-0.04
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.09
0.07

R1 Easy
-1.91
95 0.059 -0.07
0.04 -0.15
R1 Moderate
0.53
95 0.599
0.02
0.04 -0.06
R1 Difficult
-0.14
95 0.890 -0.01
0.04 -0.08
R2 Easy
-0.35
95 0.725 -0.01
0.04 -0.09
R2 Moderate
-0.66
95 0.509 -0.02
0.03 -0.09
R2 Difficult
-2.18
95 0.032 -0.08
0.03 -0.14
*Equality of Variance assumed
**Two-Tailed
***Equality of Variance not assumed (Levene's Test, F = 8.14, p = .005).

0.00
0.10
0.07
0.06
0.04
-0.01

R1 Easy
R1 Moderate
R1 Difficult
R2 Easy
R2 Moderate***
R2 Difficult
Adv. Beginner

t
-2.87
-0.85
-1.38
-1.37
0.70
0.12

df
95
95
95
95
95
95

p**

M

0.005
0.397
0.172
0.175
0.484
0.906

-0.11
-0.03
-0.04
-0.05
0.02
0.00

SE

95% CI of the
Difference

0.04
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04

Analysis by demographic characteristics.
To determine if scores could be predicted by demographic variables, multiple
regression was performed with the demographic variables sex, business major, number of
quarters towards degree, number of statistics classes, research attitude, Colorado resident,
issue interest, number of PPTs viewed in last month, number of PPTs created, and the
group variables of treatment and training. US secondary education was not included in
the analysis because only 8% of participants reported receiving their secondary school
education outside the United States. Rummel (1970, as cited in Tabachnick & Fidell,
2013) recommends removing dichotomous variables with extreme splits because scores
for “the small category are more influential” (p. 73) than those in the large category. Age
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was not included because of high skewness. At α = .05, the only statistically significant
model with significant predictors was R1 for percent-correct scores for easy items F(12,
157) = 4.30, p < .001, R2 = .248. Relationships between statistically significant variables
were investigated using partial and semi-partial correlations. All correlations were low
indicating that any spurious relationships between independent variables are negligible.
No other regression models in R1 were statistically significant. In R2, the model for
percent-correct scores for difficult slides was statistically significant F(12, 157) = 2.07, p
= .022, R2 = .137. However, there were no significant predictors in this model. No other
regression models in R2 were statistically significant.
Significant predictors for the R1 easy items model are displayed in. This model
explains 24.8% of the variation in scores for the first round easy items. Participants with
more favorable attitudes towards empirical research, who have viewed higher numbers of
PPT presentations, or who are Colorado residents were predicted to score higher
compared to their peers. More favorable attitudes towards empirical research may
indicate a greater willingness to attend to a research presentation based in quantitative
analysis. Individuals who have seen greater numbers of PPTs may be more familiar with
the treatment delivery which could lead to higher scores by reducing extraneous load.
Scores for participants who are Colorado residents are significantly correlated with scores
for easy items (r = .19, p = .009, n = 191) probably due to greater familiarity with place
names and geography of the state. In this model the experimental treatment of graphs
predicts a higher score by 10.59% compared to the tables treatment suggesting that
graphical presentation leads to greater understanding of easy complexity research results.
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Table 8
Statistically Significant Regression Coefficients for R1 Easy Item Model

Model & Predictors

Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficient
B
SE

Coefficient
β

t

p

R1 Easy
Treatment
Attitude Toward
Empirical Researcha

10.59

2.78

0.28

3.82 <0.001

4.63

1.65

0.24

4.11

Residentb

11.67

2.84

0.30

4.11 <0.001

Number of PPTs
Viewed in Past Month

3.85

1.67

0.17

2.31

Colorado

a

Scale: 5 (Very interested) to 1 (Very uninterested)

b

Binary: 1 = yes, 0 = no

0.006

0.022

Qualitative Results
Description of participants.
There were six participants for the think aloud protocol analysis randomly
assigned to either the tables treatment or the graphs treatment, with three participants
assigned to each condition. Participants who saw the tables treatment are referred to as P1
through P3 and those who saw the graphs treatment are referred to as P4 through P6. All
participants were advanced doctoral students or had completed their programs. Complete
demographic information is found in Table 9.
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Table 9
Characteristics of Think Aloud Participants
Characteristic
Sex
Status
Colorado Resident

Category
Female
Graduate Student
PhD
Yes
No

Age
Number of PPTs Viewed in Last Month
Number of PPTs Created
Number of Quarters Toward RMS PhD
In progress, quarters completed
Completed PhD or ABD
Number of Statistics Classes Taken
Attitude Towards Statisticsa
Attitude Toward Empirical Researcha
Issue Interesta
a
Scale 1 (low) to 5 (high)

Count
6
4
2
5
1

2
4

M

SD

35.5
1.5
2.5

5.32
0.84
0.84

7.5

2.12

10.67
4.50
4.83
4

5.16
1.22
0.41
0.63

Protocol Analysis.
In general, advanced statisticians followed the same protocol when interpreting
research results regardless of whether the results were presented in tabular form or in
graphical form. As stated previously, the title of every slide signaled the important
information or conclusion that viewers should gather from that slide. In this analysis,
participants read the title of the slide 63 out of 72 times or 87.5% of the time. Three
participants made no statement about the title slide (the first slide). Disregarding the title
slide, participants read the title of the other slides 91% of the time. After reading the slide
title, the statisticians proceeded to process or verify the statements contained within the
title.
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When a participant did not fully understand the statement expressed in the title
she searched the slide content for information to facilitate interpretation. The code
“process” was used when there was some indication that the viewer was unsure of the
meaning expressed by the title and used supporting information in the slide to infer
meaning. For example: “let’s see what else” (P2), “ah how do … are we comparing the
mean with the, ah, membership, okay” (P3), “Trying to understand what the numbers in
the blue circles mean” (P4), “Okay, what does that, what does that mean? Is that a large
amount a small amount? Yeah” (P1).
If the participant understood the slide title, the process stage was skipped and the
search focused on finding evidence to support the conclusion of the title. The code
“interpret” was used when the verbalization indicated that the viewer understood the slide
title and was looking to affirm its veracity. For example: “so I’m seeing that Colorado is
lower on average than the US as far as premature death” (P3), “Wow that’s very distinct.
This is all over the place” (P5), “okay as one rises one goes down okay, county health
outcome rank falls, okay, so health okay health outcome rank” (P2).
Participants who watched the tables presentation made 37 process expressions and
20 interpret expressions. Those who watched the graphs presentation made 19 process
expressions and 30 interpret expressions. A chi-square test of independence was
conducted between treatment and process/interpret for this stage of the protocol analysis.
All expected cell frequencies were greater than five. There was a statistically significant
association between treatment and process/interpret expressions, χ2(1) = 7.22, p = .007
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indicating that participants viewing graphs moved directly to the interpretation stage
more readily than those viewing the tables.
In the presentations, slide content became increasingly complex, either in terms of
the number of data points being compared or in the statistical analysis being presented or
both. As slide content became more complex, both groups relied on pre-existing
knowledge or schema to validate the slide. For example, participants looked for evidence
of statistical significance when presented with correlations. At one point, P3 said, “so the
significant correlations are existing yeah,” and P4 “correlation between health outcomes
are significant.” When looking at slide 6 which presented regression results, P2 wondered
“What are those three health outcomes rank ANOVA predictors okay,” P3 noted “the Rsquare is .75” and P1 observed “this sample size doesn’t look very big.”
People who saw the graphs presentation applied a schema 17 times compared to
28 times for the people who saw the tables. A one-tailed t-test was performed to
determine if the tables participants applied schema more frequently than graphs
participants. A statistically significant difference (M = -3.67, 95% CI [-8.39, 1.05], t(4) =
-2.16, p = .048) indicates tables participants applied schema (M = 9.33, SD = 2.52) more
frequently than graphs participants (M = 5.67, SD = 1.53). There was homogeneity of
variances, assessed by Levene’s test for equality of variances (p = .47).
In addition, participants who saw graphical comparisons on the easier slides,
which tended to compare means, were more likely to accept the conclusions stated in the
titles whereas participants who saw tables were more likely to question the metric used in
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the comparison. For example P3 said about slide 5 “So we don’t know if those unhealthy
days are above or below the average.”
After processing and/or interpreting the slide content with or without the
application of schema from long-term memory, participants moved on to understanding
(or not). Examples of phrases indicating understanding include: “so that’s pretty clear”
(P6), “so we got three factors, three significant factors in this model,” (P3), “Heurfano is
pretty low” (P4), “So those three things can determine your health rank. Okay.” (P1). In
addition, the graphs participants were more likely to say the slide “makes sense” with ten
uses of the phase compared to six for the tables group. A one-tail independent sample ttests was performed to see if these differences are statistically significant. Results are not
significant.
Sometimes the understanding phase of the protocol included an application of the
content to the participant’s own life. In particular, four out of six participants identified in
some way with the slide that showed counties (slide 6) clustered by outcome. P6 said, “I
live in one of the better outcome counties so I’m happy about that. Ah, that was the first
thing I looked at is where is my county and what color is it.” Participants also made
content personal, for example, concluding “so living in Colorado might not be a bad idea
alright” (P5) upon learning Colorado has a lower premature death rate than the country as
a whole.
While the protocol used by participants in processing the material of the
presentations is essentially the same, differences in responses exist between the two
treatments. One difference is that those who saw the graphs presentation were more likely
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to say that the content was “interesting” using the word eighteen times compared to only
five times for the tables group. An independent-samples t-test indicates the difference
between groups was non-significant.
The graphs group uttered more positive critiques as well, with ten positive
critiques compared to zero for the tables group. Examples of positive critiques include:
“So I can see the Colorado flag clearly indicates hundred” (P3, slide 3), and “the color
coding is very clear” (P6, slide 4). On the other hand, the tables group expressed more
negative criticism of the slides. They made twelve negative critiques compared to five
from the graphs group. “This is too much to look at” (P1, slide 6) and “it’s kind of
throwing [in] a lot of different things” (P2, slide 7). A chi-square test of independence
was conducted between treatment and critique-positive or -negative for this stage of the
protocol analysis. All expected cell frequencies were greater than five except the
expected count for positive critique from the tables group which was 4.4. There was a
statistically significant association between treatment and positive or negative critiques,
χ2(1) = 12.71, p < .001 indicating that participants viewing graphs uttered more positive
critiques than those viewing the tables. Results for each slide can be found in Appendix
K.
Slide Processing Protocol.
Participants followed the same general series of steps to understand slide content
regardless of presentation. First they read the slide title, then in a somewhat iterative
manner they processed and/or interpreted the slide title using content in the slide display
to either inform or confirm their understanding of the title. Once they were sure of their
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interpretation of the slide, they signaled understanding at which point we can assume the
material entered short-term memory. At this step they sometimes applied the slide
content to their personal experience. See Figure 7 for a summary of table/graph viewing
processes.
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Figure 7. Flow chart of slide processing protocol.
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Chapter Four: Discussion
Introduction
Knowing the best ways to reach one’s audience and maximize what is
remembered is important to presenters in all fields. Presentations of research results are
founded in quantitative analysis in an environment where attitudes that foster math
anxiety in American culture are pervasive (Ashcraft, 2002). For researchers, this makes
reaching a broad audience with a presentation based on statistical inquiry a challenge.
This chapter summarizes the findings of this study which explored the efficacy of
presentations using graphic or tabular displays. The quantitative phase, a quasiexperiment, and the qualitative phase, a think aloud protocol analysis, were conducted in
parallel and are reported separately. This section merges the two phases and integrates the
results of this study with the literature. It addresses the limitations of the study; provides
recommendations for researchers, statisticians, presenters, and educators; and offers ideas
for future study.
The overarching question this study addressed was: are graphs or tables more
effective for researchers, evaluators, educators, and others to present research results
grounded in complex statistical analysis so that results are readily understood and
remembered by audiences with varied levels statistical training? To that end, it explored
the relative efficacy of presentations relying on graphs compared to those relying on
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tables as the primary means to communicate research results and identified a protocol
used by advanced researchers to interpret slides presenting results in either format.
The design of the study addresses gaps in the scholarship relating to research
presentation format by qualitatively exploring the process by which individuals with
advanced statistical training interpret slides presenting research results, while
quantitatively exploring the effects of slide presentations with graphs or tables on
understanding and recall for slides of varying levels of difficulty for viewers with no, or
limited, statistical training.
The research questions that were addressed quantitatively are: Are there effects of
statistical training, degree of complexity of presented material, and presentation format
on understanding and recall of information? Are there interactions between level of
statistical training, mode of presentation, and level of complexity, on understanding and
recall of information provided in presentations of research results?
The qualitative portion addressed this research question: How do people with
advanced statistical training interpret graphical and tabular presentations of research
results?
Major findings
As presented in Chapter Three, the statistically significant main effects for time
and complexity had large effect sizes (Haase, Waechter, & Solomon, 1982). There was a
main effect for treatment with a small effect size with the graph treatment leading to
superior understanding and recall for both novices and advanced beginners. The large
main effect for time comes as no surprise. The passage of time explains 40% of the
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variance in scores. Participants understood more of the material immediately after the
presentation than they recalled two weeks later.
There was a large main effect for complexity which explains 27% of the variance
in scores. Interestingly, scores for moderate slides were higher than for easy slides and
scores for easy slides were higher than for difficult slides. This might be because higher
scores for easy slides were statistically significantly correlated with Colorado residency
(r = .19, n = 191). Two out of five easy-slide questions depended on having some sense
of the geography of Colorado (graphs treatment) or knowledge of names and locations of
Colorado’s sixty-four counties (tables treatment). Future research might clarify this
difference.
Overall, these results indicate that there was a meaningful, though small, effect of
using graphs to present research results on understanding and recall. Level of complexity
and the passage of time also impacted results. Scores went down after two weeks
compared to the immediate post-test. Scores were lowest for difficult items and highest
for items of moderate difficulty. In addition to these main effects, specific research
questions were answered with interactions. A discussion of specific questions follows.
Major findings by research question
Impact of graphs on understanding and recall of research results for people
with some statistical training.
Advanced beginners who saw the graphs presentation earned scores that were, on
average, 7.52% higher for the difficult slides in Round 2 indicating they recalled more of
the presentation after a period of two weeks. Regression results did not reveal any
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significant predictor variables. While results for easy and moderate slides in both rounds
and for difficult slides in Round 1 were not statistically significant, scores for the graphs
treatment were higher for all but moderate slides in Round 1. The advanced beginners
had completed the equivalent of an introductory statistics course. They were selected as a
convenient group thought to have a similar level of statistics training as beginning
researchers and Master’s-degree holding professionals who might attend a research
conference. Graphs helped them remember more content with a statistically significant
impact for the more difficult slides.
Impact of graphs on understanding and recall of research results for people
with no statistical training.
For novice participants, the graphs treatment yielded higher scores by an average
difference of 11.36% for easy slides compared to the tables treatment on the first round
scores, indicating that graphs lead to greater understanding for people with no statistical
training for easy content. No statistically significant differences were found for moderate
or difficult slides in Round 1 or for any complexity level in Round 2, however, mean
scores were higher for the graphs treatment except for moderate item complexity in the
second round.
Impact of slide complexity on understanding and recall using graphs and
tables.
Slide complexity, easy, moderate, and difficult, was found to have a large effect
on understanding and recall explaining 26.7% of the variance in scores (η2 = .267)
(Levine & Hullett, 2002). Scores for moderate items were higher than for easier items
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and scores for easier items were higher than for difficult items. Perhaps this indicates that
items of moderate difficulty pose an optimal challenge level for learning (Guadagnoli &
Lee, 2004) in presentations of research results to inexperienced researchers.
Protocol used by statisticians to interpret presentations of research results
A protocol was established. Regardless of presentation type, experts read the slide
title. If they did not understand the title completely, they used slide content to process the
title, returning to the title for clarification. If they did understand the title, they then used
slide content to verify and interpret the title. Finally, viewers moved on to understanding
the display unless the slide changed before reaching understanding. Viewers pulled from
existing schema at any step of the process.
Viewers of graphs were more likely to skip the processing stage and move
directly to interpreting the slide. They were less likely to pull schema from long-term
memory in their efforts to interpret slides. They were more likely to find the content
interesting and the display pleasing.
Effects of demographic variables.
Some demographic characteristics of the experimental participants had
statistically significant effects on scores. In particular, in Round 1 for easy content, a
more favorable opinion toward empirical research predicted higher scores, and the greater
number of PPTs viewed in the month prior to the experiment predicted higher scores.
Also, as previously mentioned, Colorado residents earned higher scores compared to nonresidents. While this research does not attempt to explain these differences, it is important
to note that presenters have no control over individual audience member characteristics,
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reiterating the necessity of striving to reach a broad audience possessing various levels of
skills and understanding.
Conclusions
Significance and implications of the study
The experimental portion of this multiple-methods study was designed to mimic
presentations of research results as typically seen at professional conferences. Both the
tables presentation and the graphs presentation were built using strategies and techniques
that support cognition as presented in Appendixes A, E, and F. In particular, both
presentations included easy-to-read, adequately sized, san-serif fonts in high-contrast
colors. Neither presentation included extraneous text or graphical elements. Both
presentations used titles as headlines to inform the audience of information, results, or
conclusions presented on each slide. In both treatments, viewers’ attention was guided
with top to bottom, left to right structuring of elements taking advantage of spatial
proximity (Few, 2006). Consistent use of these design elements across experimental
treatments may be one reason for the limited number of significant interactions between
treatment, difficulty level, training, and time as presented in Chapter 3.
On the other hand, significant results for the graphs treatment indicate that
individuals with no statistical training (novices) understood more easy content than with
the tables treatment. This is consistent with Dunlap and Lowenthal (2016) who found
effective visuals help people understand unfamiliar concepts when they do not possess
pre-existing mental models supporting comprehension of the material.
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Significant results also indicate that those with some statistical training (advanced
beginners) recalled more of the difficult content two weeks after the presentations.
Furthermore, experts frequently and significantly skipped the processing stage of slide
interpretation when viewing graphs, arriving at the interpretation stage more rapidly.
These results indicate that researchers should capitalize on the pictorial superiority effect
(Stenberg, 2007) using eye-catching visual elements in graphs such as color, alignment,
and size (Evergreen S. D., 2018) to tap into audiences’ preattentive mental processing
stage (Ware, 2013). By visually organizing chunks of information (Few, 2006) and
emphasizing important features of the display, graphs can reduce the viewer’s cognitive
load (Shah, Mayer, & Hegarty, 1999) thus allowing more information into working
memory at a time, easing interpretation and facilitating understanding (Stenberg, 2007).
While these results do not indicate exclusive use of graphs over tables in presenting
research results, they do suggest that graphs provide a slight advantage over tabular
displays in facilitating understanding and recall.
In the experimental phase, graphs led to greater understanding of easy content
among novices and to greater recall of difficult content among advanced beginners.
Understanding and recall for participants viewing the tables presentation were never
statistically significantly better compared to those viewing graphs. In the protocol
analysis phase, both groups of participants increasingly called on pre-existing schema as
slides became more complex, however, those who saw the graphs relied significantly less
on information held in long-term memory than those who saw the tables. Perhaps by
showing results graphically, participants had more confidence in the statistics, as
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suggested by Pandey, Manivannan, Nov, Satterthwaite, and Bertini (2014). These results
also support the pictorial superiority effect (Stenberg, 2007), the idea that humans are
wired to rely on vision as the dominant sense, since participants in both treatments heard
the same audio. Think aloud participants echoed the conclusions of copious research
about the visual appeal of graphs (see, for example, Ashton, 2013; Nussbaumer, 2011;
Sweller, 1994) with more positive critiques of the graphs than of tables. Researchers and
other presenters can paint a rich story of cause and effect or other numerical relationships
(Sweller, 1994).
This study shows that advanced statisticians relied on the message of the slide
title as one relies on the headline of a news article. In the same way that a headline should
accurately reflect the contents of the article (Mann M. R., 2001), the slide title should
clearly and concisely inform the viewer of the main message of the slide (Evergreen S.
D., 2017). If the point of the slide is evident, advanced researchers use either graphs or
tables to assess its merit. However, the researchers who saw the graphs frequently and
statistically significantly skipped the process stage, arriving at the interpret stage
immediately or more rapidly, and expressed more favorable impressions of the slides
with graphs. The novice and advanced beginners may have relied on the slide title in the
same way.
Practical Applications
This study demonstrates that the use of graphs to present research results leads to
greater understanding and recall when compared to the use of tables. It also demonstrates
that viewers read the title, then proceed to use slide content combined with information
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held in long-term memory to interpret and/or verify the title. Expert researchers conveyed
more favorable impressions of the graphs treatment as compared to the tables treatment.
It is common advice for speakers to consider their audience when preparing a
presentation. In this study, there were no statistically significant differences in scores for
either understanding or recall between novice and advanced beginner researchers even
though the advanced beginners had training equivalent to master’s degree-level
practitioners who might attend a research conference. This result suggests that research
conferences generally should consider their audience to have knowledge and experience
of empirical research reporting consistent with that of lay people.
Furthermore, slides with more than three to five chunks (Cowan, 2000) of
information might be too complicated to be understood in the time frame of a research
presentation. Think aloud participants who saw the graphs presentation all expressed
confusion about slide 7 (see Appendix K for details), a difficult slide which presented
twenty different data points. On the other hand, tables participants used the same data
points, which were shown in the table, to confirm slide conclusions without expressing
any confusion. This suggests that if complex data cannot be broken up into simpler
chunks for graphic representation, consistently formatted tables might beneficially be
used to emphasize the most important numbers (Few, 2004).
Canonical forms of graphs (Tukey, 1977) that are accurately (Cleveland &
McGill, 1984) and rapidly (Ratwani & Trafton, 2008) interpreted suggest reliance on dot
plots and bar graphs when comparisons of discrete values are to be made. However, by
following perception-based guidelines (Ware, 2013) presenters can use graphic elements
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to show other important and informative patterns in the data (Hegarty, Canham, &
Fabrikant, 2010). The graph slide 9 (see Appendix B for slide images), in the experiment,
uses arrows and lines to illustrate an inverse relationship between independent and
dependent variables. All three of the think aloud participants who saw the graphs
presentation said this slide was “interesting” while none of the tables participants made a
similar claim (see Appendix K for slide-by-slide analysis).
For presenters, a thorough understanding of good design principles will help
maximize viewers’ understanding and recall by focusing viewers’ attention on salient
points. Existing research tells us what graphs to use for which data to facilitate audience
understanding and what design techniques work to draw the viewer’s attention to the
intended message (Cleveland, 1984, 1994; Cleveland & McGill, 1984, 1985, 1987;
Evergreen, 2017; Few, 2004). This study extends what is known to research
presentations. It indicates that presenters might increase understanding and recall of their
presentations with the thoughtful use of graphs to display their results. Regardless of
presentation style, this research introduces the importance of the slide title in
communicating the meaning of each slide in a presentation.
Limitations
A limitation of this study is the choice of Business Analytics undergraduate
students as a proxy for a research presentation audience. Since the sequence of courses is
required of all business majors, these students might not have been motivated to engage
with the presentations in the same way as those willingly attending a research
presentation, thereby potentially affecting their understanding and recall of the content
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(Pandey, Manivannan, Nov, Satterthwaite, & Bertini, 2014). Also, some participants may
have had misgivings about their own math abilities (personal communications, various
dates) which may have impacted their engagement with the presentations. Ashcraft
claims, “Math anxiety disrupts cognitive processing by compromising ongoing activity in
working memory” (2002). Math anxious students may not adequately substitute for
conference participants. Results might have been more pronounced with undergraduates
in a more research-focused field such as psychology or social work.
Another limitation of the experiment is the low reliability score of the assessment
instrument which indicates a lack of precision in the estimate of participants’ scores. The
estimated attention span of early career college students and reluctance to inconvenience
professors who were granting access to their classes led to the creation of a short
instrument. More questions would have led to greater reliability (Rosenthal, 1994).
Improved reliability of the assessment instrument, would lead to more trustworthy
indications of the effect of treatment on understanding and recall.
Low internal consistency can also mean that the assessment measured multiple
dimensions in addition to measuring experimental effects. For example, the significant
correlation between Colorado residency and correct answers on geography-related
questions (r = .19, n = 191) indicates that certain questions measured, at least in part,
familiarity with Colorado geography and place names, not understanding and recall of the
presentation content. Another example of a possible additional dimension is familiarity
with canonical graph forms. A longer assessment would allow exploration of effects
along different dimensions.
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An assumption inherent in the design of the graphs presentation was that all
participants had knowledge of canonical graph forms and, therefore, had pre-existing
skills to interpret standard aspects of graphs such as the relationship of the x- and y-axes
or the relative position of markers in a dot or bar graph. This assumption depends on
what they learned in their secondary schools, especially for the novice participants most
of whom were in their first term of college. Carpenter and Shah determined that viewers
who lacked the knowledge to connect a graphic form to its underlying data took longer to
interpret the graph than those who could use the form as a chunk of information (1998).
If participants in this experiment did not have preexisting schema with which to interpret
the graphs, the hypothesized advantage of the graphs treatment would not be expected to
materialize since individual differences in graphic knowledge impact the interpretive
process (Shah & Carpenter, 1995; Carpenter & Shah, 1998). This might explain the lack
of statistical significance for both understanding and recall with moderate slides and for
understanding for difficult slides since both levels present more complex statistical
analyses than the easy slides.
Future research
As with most research, this study raised as many questions as it provided answers.
At its heart, this was a study about teaching in that the goal of every research presentation
is to teach the audience something about one’s findings. Improved instrument reliability
with better performing questions for each slide would help to distinguish which types of
graphs are superior to tables for which data and detail the specific displays that work best
for different types of data or analyses.
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The result in this experiment of higher average scores for moderate difficulty slide
content, regardless of presentation or level of training, compared to either easy and
difficult slides, hints at intriguing aspects of optimal challenge (Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004)
for viewers and presenters. According to Cowan (2000) people can only process three to
five chunks of information in short-term memory at one time but research is not “very
definite about what constitutes a chunk of information” (Miller, 1956, p. 93) especially
considering individuals combine information held in long-term memory with new
information to create larger chunks out of smaller ones (Cowan, 2000; Miller, 1956).
Future research could explore what constitutes a chunk of information and its relationship
to difficulty level of the presented material.
While the graphs treatment was hypothesized to accelerate cognition by chunking
the information presented into visual units and every attempt was made to ensure the two
presentations were informationally equivalent, it seems clear that tables allow a more
dense presentation of highly detailed information. Future research could explore what
informational aspects are gained or lost with both treatments and their effect on
cognition.
This experiment explored the effects of presentation style on understanding and
recall among viewers with limited statistical training. The results were enhanced by using
experts for the protocol analysis phase. No attempt was made to explore presentation
style on understanding and recall among expert statisticians. Future research could
examine the impact of presentation style on understanding and recall of more statistically
knowledgeable audiences. Since the experimental participants were selected as a proxy
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for a research conference audience, the effects of motivation and attention could be better
evaluated by using participants at an actual research conference such as the annual
conference held by AERA. Another option would be to run the experiment and the
protocol analysis with the same participants or participants with the same level of
statistical training. Protocol analysis participants could also pause the slide show to offer
reflections before advancing to the next slide. This type of research might elucidate
which elements of tables or graphs presentations people find most useful to interpreting
the content.
Presentation strategies are another area ripe for research. As a teacher, I strive to
structure every lesson around one important element which becomes a stated learning
goal. In the context of a research presentation, evaluation, or business application, this
goal could be called a take away or an actionable item. Would understanding and recall
be greater if specific conclusions or actionable items were presented? Presumably
providing handouts would improve understanding and/or recall. Do handouts affect
understanding and/or recall at different rates depending on if the presentation content is
tables or graphs? In addition, the hypotheses that were explored here could be explored in
the context of the statistics classroom.
Future research could illuminate procedural aspects of using the think aloud
protocol analysis for audio input as well. In this study, advanced researchers viewed the
slide shows without the supporting voice recordings because of this researcher’s
assumption that participants could not successfully articulate their thoughts while
listening to the audio. Furthermore, this researcher anticipated difficulty separating two
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different audio streams in the transcription phase of the analysis. Future research could
explore the efficacy of having participants listen to recorded scripts on headphones while
verbalizing their thoughts to learn to further develop the think aloud method and perhaps,
determine if the protocol differed in the presence of audio?
In hindsight, there was no qualitative exploration of the impressions made by the
two different treatments or the difficulty of the content or other aspects of the
presentations on the experimental participants. Adding a simple open-ended question to
the assessment in a forthcoming experiment could provide important insight into the
thought processes of lay people exposed to research presentations. Using subjects without
research training in a focus group exploration of graphical and tabular presentations or a
think aloud protocol analysis would illuminate additional considerations for presenters to
more effectively reach the consumers of their research.
An unanticipated result of the protocol analysis was learning the importance to the
trained researcher of the slide title in the process of interpreting the meaning of either
graphs or the tables. All of the slides in the presentation used strong titles to signal the
meaning of content. Open questions about titles are: are titles equally important to all
audiences in interpreting graph and tables, and are titles equally important in
presentations with accompanying audio descriptions?
In short, this study has focused and corroborated the need to explore data
visualization in presenting research results further. Is a picture worth a thousand
numbers? The answer appears to be sometimes yes and sometimes no. Further inquiry
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into type, complexity, and quantity of data presented; how specific graphic displays relate
to specific types of data; and presentation strategies will help determine the answer.
Concluding Remarks
As an undergraduate, I studied visual arts, math, and economics. Among many
other lessons, I learned to paint, produce sculpture, and make prints using time-honored
techniques. Popular wisdom would call that right-brained thinking. Many would call (and
many have called) advanced study in research methods and statistics left-brain thinking,
implying an undeniable and insurmountable dichotomy. This project completes a circle
for me by demonstrating that the right supports the left, holistic balances analytic, seeing
enhances thinking, and art buoys science. I have garnered a deeper, more holistic
understanding of the application of visual processing theory, learned best-practices for
displaying data and developed ideas for effectively presenting research results.
The lessons continue. With this project, the methodological learning has been
immense. From the quasi-experimental set-up to the creation of the two treatments, from
qualitative analysis with precious few guidelines for how to develop a protocol to
quantitative analysis with some aspects limited to experience doing homework, lessons
were learned and skills developed.
I have grown as a researcher, data analyst and visualizer, and presenter. These
skills transfer directly to my work as an analyst and a teacher. In the world of statistics
and data analytics, the effort to increase others’ understanding of difficult concepts is
endless. To me the fascinating aspect of quantitative and qualitative research, statistical
analysis, and in-depth study is the hidden nuggets of truth they reveal. It is my hope that
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for myself and other researchers the results of this project enable the illumination of those
truths for all viewers.
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Appendices
Appendix A– Principles for creating effective slides
Principle Detail
Speech
Spoken information, rather than text
information, should accompany images.
Use some form of pointer or timely
highlighting to link spoken words and images.
The relevant part of the visualization should
be highlighted just before the start of the
accompanying speech segment.
Font
Avoid all uppercase, all italics, or all bold
Don’t underline
Use bold, italics or a change in color for
emphasis
Minimize embellishments such as bold and
italics. Avoid others such as highlighted or
flashing text
Use color for emphasis, to specify different
classes of info, to group words together. Don’t
use vary text color for decoration
Use fonts that are easy to read, don’t vary font
for decoration, vary font for emphasis or to
group words together
Use readable fonts

Author
Ware, 2013

Page
333

Ware, 2013

335

Ware, 2013

335

Kosslyn,
2007
Kosslyn,
2007
Kosslyn,
2007
Durso et al

62

Kosslyn,
2007

65

Kosslyn,
2007

66

Berk, 2011
Nowak,
Speakman, &
Sayers, 2016
Don’t use visually complex fonts because it
Kosslyn,
takes time and cognitive energy to read
2007
Ensure that words are large enough to read
Kosslyn,
easily
2007
Ensure that viewers can easily discriminate
Kosslyn,
text from the background.
2007
Low contrast and even color background if
Kosslyn,
used at all
2007
San serif fonts better with small font because
Kosslyn,
serifs get grouped together making letters hard 2007
to distinguish
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63
64
5

25
31

67
68
69
69
71

Principle Detail
Serif fonts better with low contrast because
serifs give additional clues regarding identity
of letter
Use standard fonts so it comes out the same
on other computers
Use font size of at least 22 points for bullets,
16 point for figure legends and axes.
Consistent 30 point font

Color
Color

Layout

General

Use sentence case for bullets
Avoid compressed or extended texts
Use high-contrast text-to-background
combinations
Use dark text on a light background (light
gray may reduce eyestrain over stark white)
High-contrast colors
Consider split-complimentary colors e.g. dark
blue on pale red-orange use one adjacent to
direct contrast color and fade background
color
Avoid red/green contrasts because 5%-8% of
males are colorblind and can’t distinguish redgreen combos.
Line space should be half a character height.
Additional space between bullets
Respect slide margins because can’t control
how much of slide projects
Be consistent with fonts and colors from slide
to slide
Avoid distracting elements such as animation
3-D graph option appears to give two
estimates for the y-axis. False illusion of
volume. Don’t use.
Full-sentence headline, written as an assertion
Less is more as long as it is enough. Search
time and errors increase with graph
complexity.
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Author
Kosslyn,
2007

Page
72

Kosslyn,
2007
Durso et al
Nowak,
Speakman, &
Sayers, 2016
Durso et al
Durso et al
Durso et al

73

Durso et al

5

Berk, 2011
Durso et al

25
5

Durso et al

5

Durso et al

5

Durso et al

5

Durso et al

5

Durso et al
Durso et al

6
6

Berk, 2011
Durso et al

25
6

4
31

5
5
5

Appendix B – Images of Slides from PowerPoints

Slide 1- This slide is the same in both presentations

Slide 2 - This slide is the same in both presentations
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.
Slide 3 - Tables presentation

Slide 3 - Graphs presentation
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Slide 4 - Tables presentation

.
Slide 4 - Graphs presentation
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.
Slide 5 - Tables presentation

Slide 5 - Graphs presentation
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.
Slide 6 - Tables presentation

Slide 6 - Graphs presentation
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Slide 7 - Tables presentation

Slide 7 - Graphs presentation
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Slide 8 - Tables presentation

Slide 8 - Graphs presentation
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Slide 9 - Tables presentation

Slide 9 - Graphs presentation
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Slide 10 - Tables presentation

Slide 10 - Graphs presentation
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Slide 11 - Tables presentation

Slide 11 - Graphs presentation
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Slide 12 - Tables presentation

Slide 12 - Graphs presentation
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Slide 13 – This slide is the same in both presentations. It is not included in any analysis.
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Appendix C –Script for Presentations by Slide
NOTE: Easy, moderate, and difficult refer to the estimated difficulty of the slide
content.
Slide Pair 1
Easy - This presentation is about Colorado Health Outcomes and Health Factors
that might impact population health outcomes.
Slide Pair 2
Moderate - The data used in this analysis are from the 2016 County Health
Rankings for the state of Colorado. The data set has five outcome variables that are used
to rank the counties from best to worst.
The five outcome variables are: premature death, poor or fair health, poor or fair
physical health days, poor or fair mental health days, and low birth weight. Data on
premature death and low birth weight babies are collected by the National Vital Statistics
System and provided by the Center for Disease Control’s National Center for Health
Statistics. Poor or fair health, poor or fair physical health days, poor or fair mental health
days measure quality of life. These metrics are compiled from the CDC’s core Behavioral
Risk Factor Surveillance Survey, a survey that has been in use since 1993.
The data set also includes a number of health factors or inputs. Health factors
consist of a total of 30 different metrics in 4 categories. The health behaviors category
includes such things as smoking rates, obesity rates, and other lifestyle factors. The
clinical care category relates to the number of care providers, insurance rates, and usage
rates of some services. Social and economic factors include levels of education,
unemployment, poverty, and several other variables. While factors relating to the
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physical environment category include such things as air, water, and housing quality, and
long commutes. Health factor data comes from a variety of sources.
Slide Pair 3
Easy - The 2016 county health rankings provides median values for each factor
and outcome for the entire United States so that comparisons can be made with
Colorado’s median values. Happily, Colorado experienced 2000 fewer years of potential
life lost than the whole country. Years of potential life lost calculates the total number of
years lost for people who died before reaching age 75 per 100,000 population.
Slide Pair 4
Moderate - Poor or fair health is a self-reported health outcome. Coloradans
report 3% fewer poor or fair health days than the average American. Unfortunately,
Colorado counties experience, on average, 1% more low birth weight babies. Low birth
weight is a birth weight of less than 5.5 pounds.
Slide Pair 5
Moderate - Physically unhealthy and mentally unhealthy days are also selfreported. Coloradans report somewhat more physically unhealthy days than mentally
unhealthy days. The range of reported physically unhealthy days is also greater than for
mentally unhealthy days.
Slide Pair 6
Easy - In an effort to explore relationships between Colorado counties, cluster
analysis was conducted using the outcome variables to see if there was any link between
counties with low rankings compared to counties with high rankings. The clusters are
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based on z-scores which are a way to standardize values based on averages. A positive zscore means that the county’s score is above average and a negative z-score means that it
is below average with exactly average having a z-score of zero. Using z-scores allows
comparisons across all of the rankings.
On this slide we can see which counties are in which cluster. In general, the best
and good clusters have low outcomes compared to poor and worst clusters. Interestingly,
the counties cluster into nearly contiguous, geographic regions.
Four of Colorado’s 64 counties did not have data so they aren’t included in the
clustering. The four counties that are not included are Hinsdale, Jackson, Mineral and San
Juan.
Slide Pair 7
Difficult - On this slide we see a comparison of the four clusters by health
outcomes. Remember that when using z-scores the average score is zero. So using the
average as a base-line, we can see that the Worst and Poor clusters have poorer health
outcomes on at least 4 of 5 metrics. These four are poor health days, poor or fair physical
health days, poor or fair mental health days, and premature death. The Worst cluster has
dramatically poorer health outcomes than the Poor cluster. The Best and Good clusters
have better health outcomes on average on those same 4 metrics, with the Best cluster
having better outcomes than the Good cluster on the four metrics. Results are switched
for low birthweight babies with the Good cluster experiencing above average numbers of
low birthweight babies and the Poor cluster experiencing below average numbers. For the
good cluster this is contrasted with below average outcomes on the other metrics while
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the Worst cluster has the worst outcomes on every metric. So a difference in the two
clusters with higher than average outcomes is that the Worst cluster has the highest
average on all 5 outcomes while the Poor cluster is above average on most of the
outcomes except low birth weight. Interestingly, this cluster which generally has poor
outcomes, has the fewest low birth weight babies of all the clusters with a z-score of .80
compared to the Best cluster’s z-score of .07. The Best cluster is the only cluster with
below average scores on all 5 outcomes.
Slide Pair 8
Difficult - This slide shows correlations between the five health outcomes.
Positive correlations indicate that as one variable goes up so does the other. Strong
correlations indicate that clusters with higher scores for one variable will generally have
higher scores for the other. Strong correlations exist between all the outcome variables
with the exception of low birthweight. However, the correlation between low birthweight
and poor or fair health is statistically significant.
Slide Pair 9
Moderate - We were also interested to see if a county’s health outcome rank could
be predicted by any health factors. To this end, a multiple regression was performed
using health outcome rank as the dependent variable and all 30 of the health factors as
independent variables. Using the stepwise method to select significant variables, a model
with only three health factors as independent variables was created that predicts a
county’s outcome rank with almost 76% accuracy. The three health factors are the
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percent of population over 16 years old that are unemployed, percent of children in
poverty, and percent with adult obesity.
Slide Pair 10
Difficult - Correlations between each of the three health factors, unemployment,
children in poverty, and adult obesity, and health outcome rank are statistically
significant and negative. A negative correlation indicates that as a variable goes up its
correlate goes down so, for example, as a county’s obesity rate goes up its health
outcome rank goes down. For all Colorado counties, the mean percent of adults with
obesity, that is a body mass index greater than 30, is almost 21% with a SD of 4. The
average percent of children in poverty is about 20 with a SD of 8.5%., and the mean
unemployment rate is 5 and a quarter percent with a SD of 1.7.
Slide Pair 11
Difficult - Regression results yield a coefficient for each statistically significant
variable. The coefficient tells us the change in a county’s health outcome rank with a one
percent change in the variable if everything else is held constant. Using the
unstandardized coefficients this means that a one percent increase in unemployment leads
to decline in health outcome rank of 2.3. A one percent increase in the number of children
in poverty leads to a lower health outcome rank by a factor of 1.3. A county’s health
outcome rank is inversely related by a factor of one to every one percent change in adult
obesity rate.
Confidence intervals indicate the range within which 95% of the population
distribution is contained.
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Slide Pair 12
Easy - By now you might be wondering which Colorado counties had the best and
worst health outcome in 2016. The top ranked county is Douglas County, home to the
cities of Castle Rock and Parker. At the bottom of the ranking is Huerfano County.
Walsenburg is the largest city there.
Slide Pair 13
Thank you for participating in this research study. Now, please, complete the
assessment and other items in your packet.
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Appendix D – Slide difficulty and related assessment questions

Assessment
1
Question
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Question Counts
Assessment 2
Question
Slide Number
Number
4
2
5
17
8
14
12
16
6
9
21
13
15
11
1
18
10
19
3
7
20

1
2
3
4
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
12

Slide Complexity
Easy
Moderate
Easy
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Easy
Easy
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Difficult
Easy

Totals
Difficulty
Number of
Level
questions
Difficult
7
Moderate
9
Easy
5
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Appendix E – Principles for Creating Effective Graphs
Element
Aspect ratio

Axis

Captions
Clarity

CLT

CLT/Gestalt

Color

Detail
Orient line segments to 45 degrees.

Author
Robbins, 2005

Choose an aspect ratio that shows
variation in the data
Avoid deceptive double Y axis
Horizontal axis should increase left to
right, Vertical axis should increase
bottom to top
Choose the graphic that represents the
information most explicitly.
Avoid line patterns or texture that are
visually active or cause optical
illusions.
Remove visual distortions.
Make sure the combination of closure,
common region, and layout are
perceived as figures, not ground.
Don’t require reader to make
calculations that a computer can make
more easily
Plot the variable of interest i.e.
Improvement rather than before and
after
Use proximity, connectedness, and
common region to associate written
labels with graphical elements.
Take into account human sensory
capabilities so important data elements
and data patterns can be quickly
perceived.
Use color selectively to highlight

Cleveland,
1994
Robbins, 2005
Robbins, 2005

Color hue is effective for
distinguishing groups. Varying
density or saturation can distinguish
groups.
Avoid using gray scale as a method
for representing more than a few (two
to four) numerical values.
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Page
231
269
70
265
283

Carpenter &
Shaw, 1998
Tufte, 2001
Ware, 2013

97

Ware, 2013
Ware, 2013

66
190

Robbins, 2005

216

Robbins, 2005

217

Ware, 2013

322

Ware, 2013,

14

Tufte 2001
Robbins,
2005, 2005

92

Ware, 2013

75

92
62

Element

Detail
If large areas are defined using similar
colors, consider using thin border lines
in a contrasting color to help define
the shapes.
If using color saturation to encode
numerical quantity, use greater
saturation to represent greater
numerical quantities. Avoid using a
saturation sequence to encode more
than three values.
Consider using red, green, yellow, and
blue to color code small symbols.
If colored symbols are hard to see
against parts of the background, add a
contrasting border, e.g. black around a
yellow symbol or white around a dark
blue symbol.
To create a set of symbol colors that
can be distinguished by most
colorblind individuals, ensure
variation in the yellow–blue direction.
Do not use more than ten colors for
coding symbols if reliable
identification is required, especially if
the symbols are to be used against a
variety of backgrounds.
Use low-saturation colors to color
code large areas. Generally, light
colors will be best because there is
more room in color space in the highlightness region than in the lowlightness region.
When color coding large background
areas overlaid with small colored
symbols, use all low-saturation, highvalue (pastel) colors for the
background, together with highsaturation symbols on the foreground.
Maintain contrast with the background
when highlighting text by changing
the color of the font. E.g. Highsaturation dark colors on a white/light
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Author
Ware, 2013

Page
113

Ware, 2013

117

Ware, 2013

123

Ware, 2013

124

Ware, 2013

124

Ware, 2013

124

Ware, 2013

125

Ware, 2013

125

Ware, 2013

126

Element

Connection

Data
rectangle
Data/Ink ratio

Detail
background, low-saturation light
colors on a dark background.
To minimize the effort of visual
searches, make displays as compact as
possible, while maintaining clarity.
Use more saturated colors when color
coding small symbols, thin lines, or
other small areas. Use less saturated
colors for coding large areas.
Link data representations using lines
to show relationships.
Use connecting lines, enclosure,
grouping, and attachment to represent
relationships between entities. The
shape, color, and thickness of lines
and enclosures can represent the types
of relationships.
Make data rectangle slightly smaller
than the scale-line rectangle
No extraneous info masking data
Eliminate ink that does not express
information.
Use visually prominent graphical
elements to show the data
Emphasize the data
Make the data stand out. Avoid
superfluity

Dimensions

Maximize data density and the size of
the data matrix, within reason
Do not show changes in 1-D using 2or 3-D ie. Don’t show change in
length with change in area
Display same number of dimensions
as the number of dimensions in the
data.
Don’t depict higher dimensional data
with arbitrary dimensions in complex
figures such at stars, ships, or glyphs.
Dimensions must be proportional to
data; we visualize area, use area
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Author

Page

Ware, 2013

141

Ware, 2013

108

Ware, 2013

183

Ware, 2013

226

Robbins, 2005

Visual
Clarity
154
93
29

Robbins, 2005
Tufte, 2001
Cleveland,
1994
Robbins, 2005
Robbins, 2005
Tufte, 2001
Cleveland W.
S., 1994
Tufte, 2001

163
159
13
25
168

Robbins, 2005
Tufte, 2001

203
71, 77

Robbins, 2005

195

Element

Enclosure
General

General

Detail
For viewers to detect differences in
length between two line segments use
a fixed percent increase in the length.
Put related information inside a closed
contour or use color or texture.
Mobilize every graphical element,
perhaps several times over, to show
the data
Make important data stand out.
Greater values should be more
distinct.
Make all visual distinctions as subtle
as possible, but still clear and
effective.

Author

Page

Ware, 2013

187

Tufte, 2001

139

Ware, 2013
Ware, 2013

14
14

Tufte, 2001

92

Superposed data sets must be readily
visually assembled

Robbins, 2005
Cleveland,
1994
Robbins, 2005
Robbins, 2005

167
51

Tufte

61

Cleveland,
1994

54

Robbins, 2005
Tufte

224
13

Robbins, 2005
Tukey
Tufte
Tufte
Cleveland,
1994

224
157
13
77
55

Strive for clarity
Be consistent in order color and other
elements in groups of graphs
Show data variation, not design
variation
Put major conclusions into graphical
form. Make captions comprehensive
and informative
A large amount of quantitative info
can be packed in a small region
Present many numbers in small space
Different graphs emphasize different
aspects of the data; 2 or more times
Reveal data at several levels of detail
Don’t quote data out of context
Describe everything that is graphed
Draw attention to the important
features of the data
Describe the conclusions that are
drawn from the data on the graph.
Visual clarity must be preserved under
reduction and reproduction
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Robbins, 2005

219
221

Element
Glyphs

Gridlines

Legend/labels

Detail
When developing glyphs, use small,
closed shapes to represent data, and
use the color, shape, and size of those
glyphs to represent attributes of the
data.
Map variables to integral glyph
properties if it is important for people
to respond holistically to a
combination of two variables in a set
of glyphs,
Glyph attributes of size, lightness (on
a dark background), darkness (on a
light background), vividness (higher
saturation) of color, or vertical
position in the display can all
represent quantity
Use glyph length or height, or vertical
position, to represent quantity. If the
range of values is large, consider
using glyph area as an alternative.
Never use the volume of a threedimensional glyph to represent
quantity.
Deemphasize grid lines
Distinguish grid lines from data
Use light gray gridlines (when used
at all) so as not to distract from the
data lines;

Author
Ware, 2013

Page
224

Ware, 2013

165

Ware, 2013

168

Ware, 2013

169

Robbins, 2005

185

Tufte, 2001

92

Key outside scale-line rectangle

Robbins, 2005
Cleveland,
1994
Robbins, 2005

189
47

Robbins, 2005
Ware, 2013
Tufte
Cleveland,
1994

213
321
56, 77
43

Label lines directly, avoid legends and
keys
Label data sets directly unless too
much clutter.
Clear, detailed, and thorough labeling
defeats graphical distortion and
ambiguity.
Data labels should not interfere with
the quantitative data or clutter the
graph.
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213

Element
Markers

Notes

Proximity
Reference
line

Scales

Detail
Use filled circles instead of different
letters or shapes.
Identifying and tracking a referent
may be aided by the use of symbols
already associated with the referent or
value such as a glyph
Overlapping plotting symbols must be
visually distinguishable
Show the data, data points should not
overlap
Express x and y to avoid concealment
by crowding
Notes in caption or in the text

Place symbols and glyphs representing
related information close together.
Use a reference line to show an
important value that must be seen
across the entire graph, but do not let
the line interfere with the data
Draw data to scale
Representation of numbers should be
directly proportional to the quantities
represented
Scales should be proportional to the
numerical quantities represented
Zero baseline for bar charts, others
shouldn’t mislead
Use same scale on different panels
comparing data
Do not insist that zero be included
when showing magnitude
Scale breaks only if can’t be avoided.
Use a full scale break. Taking log
might cure the need
Don’t connect numerical values on
two sides of a break.
Logarithmic scales when need to
understand percent change or
multiplicative factors
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Author
Cleveland &
McGill, 1984
Carpenter &
Shaw

Page

Robbins, 2005
Cleveland,
1994
Robbins, 2005
Tukey

165
50
154
157

Robbins, 2005
Cleveland,
1994
Ware, 2013

189
47

Cleveland,
1994

42

Robbins, 2005
Tufte

197,
155
56, 77

Tufte, 2001

92

Robbins, 2005

240

Robbins, 2005

289

Cleveland,
1994
Robbins, 2005

92

Cleveland,
1984
Robbins, 2005
Tukey

97

182

257,
265
2

243
157
95

Element

Similarity

Split
Attention

Symbols

Detail

Showing data on logarithmic scale can
cure skewness toward large values
2 Y scales for one axis if helps i.e.
Fahrenheit and Celsius
All axes require scales
Use common baseline to compare data
sets
Choose scales so that the data
rectangle fills up as much of the scaleline rectangle as possible
Standardize graphical symbol systems
within and across applications.
Use symmetry to make pattern
comparisons easier. Symmetrical
relations should be arranged on
horizontal or vertical axes unless some
framing pattern is used.
Define multiple overlapping regions
with a combination of line contour,
color, texture.
Standardize the use of visual patterns
within and across applications.
Comparisons between text and
graphic or between two graphics must
occur within the same eye span on a
page;
Use color, form, and motion to display
aspects of data so that they are
visually distinct.
Make symbols as distinct from each
other as possible, in terms of both
their spatial frequency components
and their orientations components.
Use strong preattentive cues (color,
orientation, size, contrast, motion)
before weak ones (line curvature) to
facilitate search.
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Author
Cleveland,
1994
Cleveland,
1994
Robbins, 2005

Page

Robbins, 2005

277
207

Robbins, 2005
Cleveland

285
81

Ware, 2013

17

Ware, 2013

185

Ware, 2013

188

Ware, 2013

220

Tufte, 2001

92

Ware, 2013

145

Ware, 2013

151

Ware, 2013

156

103
263

Element

Textures

Detail
For maximum pop out, a symbol
should have a distinct feature such as
being the only colored item in black
and white display.
Make symbols differ in both shape
and color (redundant coding) to
maximize distinctiveness.
If symbols are to be pre-attentively
distinct, avoid coding that uses
conjunctions of basic graphical
properties.
Use symbols instead of words or icons
to represent a large number of data
points.
To highlight two distinct attributes of
a set of entities, code using different
properties.
Make nominal coding textures
distinctively different in terms textural
spacing and orientation components.
Make texture elements vary in the
randomness of their spacing.
Use simple texture parameters, such as
pattern size or density, only when
fewer than five ordinal steps must be
reliably distinguished.
Design textures so that quantitative
values can be reliably judged, by
using a sequence of textures that are
both visually ordered (for example, by
element size or density) and distinct in
some low-level property.
When using overlapping textures to
separate overlapping regions in a
display, avoid patterns that seem to
move when they are combined.
When using textures to overlap
regions of color, use open patterns so
the other data are visible through the
gaps.
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Author
Ware, 2013

Page
157

Ware, 2013

159

Ware, 2013

160

Ware, 2013

321

Ware, 2013

161

Ware, 2013

205

Ware, 2013

206

Ware, 2013

209

Ware, 2013

212

Ware, 2013

. 212

Element

Tick Marks

Detail
Ensure high contrast between texture
elements in the foreground and colorcoded data in the background when
using open textures overlapping
colored regions.
Point outward
Limit quantity
Use sensible values
Don’t use equally spaced tick marks
for uneven intervals
Tick marks should include the data
range
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Author
Ware, 2013

Page
213

Robbins, 2005
Cleveland,
1994
Robbins, 2005

179
39
154

Robbins, 2005
Cleveland,
1994

281
287
80

Appendix F – APA Table Construction Guidelines
Guideline
No vertical lines
Place items that are to be compared next to each other
Place labels so that they clearly connect with the elements they are
labeling
Use fonts that are large enough to read
Color only if it is crucial for understanding
Different indices should be segregated into different parts or lines of
tables
Arrange data so its meaning is obvious
Table should have a title. Title should be brief,, clear, explanatory
Headings identify columns. Should not be many more characters in
length than the widest entry. Standard abbreviations can be used with no
explanation. Non-standard explained parenthetically following entries in
stub (leftmost) column.
Each column needs a heading, including the stub
Indent subordinates in stub column instead of different column
Use variable names (not numbers) in stub.
Headings identify what’s under, not next to them
Column heads span one column, column spanners span 2 or more
columns with their own heads. Decked headings have spanner above
heads. If possible, not more than two levels in decked headings.
Table spanners span the body of the table to divide the table.
Parallel syntax for items within a column.
Use singular unless referring to groups
Carry comparable values to same level of decimal if possible
Dash replaces 1 on diagonal of correlation matrix
Leave blank cells blank. If data was missing use a dash and explain the
dash.
Display confidence intervals with point estimates (means, correlations,
regression slopes). Use brackets or separate columns for upper limit and
lower limit.
Don’t include columns of data that can be easily calculated from other
columns.
General notes qualify, explain or provide information. Ends with
explanation of abbreviations, and symbols. Acknowledgements that the
table is reproduced from another source. Designated by the word Note
followed by a period
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Page
140
107
107
107
109
110
110
116
117

118
118
120
120
120

121
121
121
122
123
123
123

123
125

Specific notes refer to a particular column, row or cell. They are
indicated by superscript lowercase letters. Within headings and table
body, order the superscripts from left to right, top to bottom. Begin
note’s footnote with the superscript lowercase letter.
Probability note indicates how asterisks and other symbols are used to
indicate p values
Report exact probability to two or three decimal places. Can use “p <” if
exact probabilities make the table “unruly”
Order of notes should be general note, specific note, and probability note.
Notes begin flush left on a new line below the table. Start each type on a
new line, run each type together.
Limit lines to those necessary for clarity
White space can substitute for rules (lines)
Single or double space. Consider legibility
Source: Concise rules of APA style, 2011
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125

126
126
127
127
127
127
128

Appendix G – Recruitment materials
Protocol Analysis Recruitment email
Dear [name],
My name is Holly Roof and I am a PhD candidate from the Research Methods
and Statistics Department at the University of Denver. I am writing to invite you to
participate in my mixed methods research study with the working title: Is a Picture Worth
a Thousand Numbers? Effects of Data Display Format on Memory for Research Results.
You’re eligible to be in this study because you are an advanced graduate student in the
RMS program. I obtained your contact information from Dr. Nicholas Cutforth, Professor
and Department Chair Research Methods and Information Science Morgridge College of
Education.
If you decide to volunteer for this study, you will participate in a protocol analysis
of your interpretation of visual presentation of research results. Using the “think aloud
method” you will be asked to articulate your thought processes while viewing a short
slideshow. A brief training period will be provided. The entire process will take
approximately 15 minutes of your time. I would like to audio record your verbalizations
and then use the information to gain a greater understanding of the process by which
individuals with statistical training interpret research presentations. As a token of my
appreciation, you will receive a $5 gift card to a local coffee shop.
Your participation is completely voluntary. If you would like to participate or
have any questions about the study, please email me at holly.roof@du.edu or contact me
at 970-376-7565.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Holly Roof
Experimental Component Recruitment Email
Dear [Instructor of Record Name]
As you know, I am a PhD candidate in the Research Methods and Statistics
Department at the University of Denver. My dissertation is a mixed methods research
study with the working title: Is a Picture Worth a Thousand Numbers? Effects of Data
Display Format on Memory for Research Results. The experimental component of the
study involves comparing viewers’ initial understanding and recall of research results
with different presentation formats. I am writing to request access to your Analytics [I or
III] class as participants for my study.
Your class will watch one of two PowerPoint presentations of a quantitative
research report based on 2016 Colorado Health Outcomes. Immediately following the
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presentation, participants will take a short assessment to gauge their understanding of the
material. At this time they will be asked demographic questions as well. This should take
about 20 minutes of class time. Approximately two weeks later, I would like to
administer the assessment a second time to gauge your students’ recall of the information
presented. This will take about 10 minutes. Your students will have the option to opt out
of participation.
Would it be okay for me to take 20 minutes of class time next week and 10
minutes of class time in two weeks to conduct my experiment? If you agree what days
and times are best for you? If you have any questions about the study, please email me at
holly.roof@du.edu or contact me at 970-376-7565.
Thank you very much,
Sincerely,
Holly Roof
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Appendix H – Introductory Material
Experiment Introduction
Hello – My name is Holly Roof and I am a PhD candidate from the Research
Methods and Statistics Department at DU. I’m here to talk to you about participating in
my research study. This is a study about the effects of data display format on memory for
research results. You are eligible to be in this study because you are in this class. Your
teacher has given me permission to be here.
If you decide to participate in this study, you will watch a short video presenting
the results of a research study, then you will take a short quiz about the presented
material and answer a few questions about yourself. In a couple of weeks, you will take
another quiz about the same material. The results of the quizzes will be used to compare
effects on understanding and retention of different display formats. Any personal
information will be kept confidential.
Your participation is completely voluntary and will not affect your grade in this
class. If you choose not to participate you may remain in the classroom or return at
_________ o’clock.
Does anyone have any questions at this time?
If you have any more questions about this process or if you need to contact me
about participation, I may be reached at [write email address on the board].
I’m passing out a consent form for this research. Take as much time as you need
to read the document. If you choose to participate, please sign this consent form.
Thank you so much,

Protocol Analysis Introduction
Hello – My name is Holly Roof. Nice to meet you. Thank you for agreeing to
participate in my dissertation research. It’s a mixed-methods study about the effects of
data display format on memory for research results. For the qualitative portion, I am
interested in the thought processes people use as they interpret displays of statistical
information.
If you decide to participate in this study, you will watch a short PowerPoint slide
show that presents the results of a research study. As you watch the slide show, you will
be asked to keep talking out loud as you attempt to interpret the material on each slide. I
will audio record you speaking and transcribe the data later. Also, you will need to
answer a few questions about yourself. We will go through a practice exercise first to
warm up and become comfortable with the procedure
Any personal information, as well as all data and transcripts will be kept
confidential.
Your participation is completely voluntary and will not affect your grade in any
class.
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Do you have any questions?
This is a consent form for this research. Take as much time as you need to read
the document. If you choose to participate, please sign this consent form.
Thank you so much,
Okay, let’s get started.

Protocol Analysis Instructions
This method is called Think aloud. In a moment I’ll turn on a PowerPoint slide
show. The slides are timed to mimic an actual presentation. You are asked to interpret
each slide in the way you would if you were watching a research presentation. While you
do so, try to say everything that goes through your mind.
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Appendix I – Assessment questions
1. The presentation is about health outcomes and factors in:
 United States
 Denver
 Colorado
 Front Range Communities
2. The variables used to rank Colorado counties health outcomes are:
 Health behaviors, Clinical Care, Social & Economic Factors, Physical
Environment
 Health behaviors, Premature Death, and Physical Environment
 Clinical care, Premature Death, Poor or Fair Health, and Low Birthweight
 Premature death, Poor or Fair Health, Poor Physical Health Days, Poor Mental
Health Days, and Low Birthweight
3. Compared to all U.S. counties, do Colorado counties experience greater or fewer
average years of potential life lost due to premature death?
 Greater years of potential life lost
 Fewer years of potential life lost
4. Compared to all U.S. counties, do people in Colorado report more or less poor or fair
health days?
 More poor or fair health days
 Less poor or fair health days
5. Compared to all U.S. counties, are more or less low birthweight babies born in
Colorado?
 More low-birthweight babies are born in Colorado
 Fewer low-birthweight babies are born in Colorado
6. Low birthweight is defined as a birthweight less than 4.75 pounds?
 True
 False
7. The average number of physically and mentally unhealthy days reported by Colorado
residents is:
 Less than 3
 Between 3 and 3.5
 Between 3.5 and 4
 Greater than 4
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8. Colorado residents report a wider range of physically unhealthy days than mentally
unhealthy days.
 True
 False
9. What areas of Colorado are characterized by poorer health outcomes? Choose all that
apply.
 Central mountains
 Eastern plains
 Urban areas
 Southern counties
 Western counties
10. What areas of Colorado are characterized by better health outcomes? Choose all that
apply.
 Central mountains
 Eastern plains
 Urban areas
 Southern counties
 Western counties
11. Which clusters have more poor health outcomes?
 Good & Best
 Worst & Poor
 Good & Poor
 Best & Worst
12. Which clusters have more low-birthweight babies?
 Good & Best
 Worst & Poor
 Best & Poor
 Good & Worst
13. Which health outcome variable shows the weakest correlations with the other health
outcomes?
 Premature death
 Poor physical health days
 Low birthweight babies
 Poor mental health days
 Poor or fair health days
14. Regression results indicate that health outcome rank can be predicted with just three
health factors. What are the three health factors?
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Adult Smoking, Physical Inactivity, Teen Births
Air pollution, Violent Crime, Adult Obesity
Severe housing problems, Unemployment, Income inequality,
Unemployment, Children in Poverty, Adult Obesity
Children in Poverty, Adult Smoking, Unemployment

15. The degree of accuracy with which the statistically significant regression model
predicts health outcome rank is measured with R2. What percent of variation is
explained by the model?
R2 = ________
16. Correlations between the independent variables (health factors) and the dependent
variable (health outcome rank) indicate that as the health factors rise a county’s health
outcome rank rises.
 True
 False
17. Of the three health factors, which has the lowest average rate?
 Adult obesity rate
 Percent of children in poverty
 Unemployment rate
18. Of the three health factors, which has the most variability?
 Adult obesity rate
 Percent of children in poverty
 Unemployment rate
19. Which of the three health factors has the greatest impact on a county’s health
outcome ranking?
 Adult obesity rate
 Percent of children in poverty
 Unemployment rate
20. Which health factor has the narrowest confidence interval?
 Adult obesity rate
 Percent of children in poverty
 Unemployment rate
21. Which Colorado County had the best health outcome rank in 2016?
_______________________
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Appendix J – Demographic Questionnaire
About You
Participant Characteristics
Age ____________
Sex
 Male

 Female

Student Status
 Undergraduate

 Graduate

Program ____________________________
Number of quarters you have completed towards your degree? _____________________
How many statistics courses have you completed? ________________
In what nation did you earn your secondary (high school) education?
_______________________
My attitude toward statistics is: (circle one)
Very favorable

Somewhat
favorable

Neutral

Somewhat
Unfavorable

Very unfavorable

My attitude toward empirically based research is: (circle one)
Very favorable

Somewhat
favorable

I am a Colorado resident
 Yes

Neutral

Somewhat
Unfavorable

Very unfavorable

 No

My level of interest in Colorado health issues is: (circle one)
Very interested

Somewhat
interested

Neutral

Somewhat
uninterested

Very uninterested

The number of PowerPoint presentations I have viewed in past month is approximately
 None
 1-5
 5 – 10
 Too many to count
The number of Power Point presentations that I have created is approximately
 None
 1-5
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 5 – 10
 Too many to count
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Appendix K – Protocol Analysis Slide-by-slide Results
Images of all slide pairs can be found in Appendix D
Slide 1 – This slide is the same in both presentations and was classified as easy. It
includes the title of the presentation and a picture of a “Welcome to Colorado” highway
border sign.
Only three participants said anything. All three read the title. Comments included:
“I like the pictures on the first slide” and “Now I know what to expect.”
Slide 2 – This slide is also the same in both presentations and classified as
moderate. It presents the types of data in the analysis as health outcomes and health factor
categories in lists that reveal one item after another.
All participants read the title and most read list items as they were revealed. Two
questioned if the list items would be used to measure effect (P2) or as predictors (P4).
Slide 3 – This slide is classed as easy and presents a comparison of a single data
point, potential years of life lost due to premature death for the United States and the state
of Colorado. The graph shows the US flag and the Colorado flag atop lines (lollipop
style) representing the value of the data point. All three participant who saw the tables
presentation said “okay” after reading the title. Whereas one participant who saw the
graphs presentation criticized the title as wordy and another said “Colorado flag clearly
indicates hundred” and the third said “interesting”.
Slide 4 – Moderate. This slide displays a comparison of two outcomes, poor or
fair health and low birthweight, for the US and Colorado. Participants who saw the
graphs presentation seemed to read the title and immediately understand the side-by-side
column charts. Two commented that the slide was “interesting”, P6 said “so that’s pretty
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clear” and “the color coding is very clear what I’m looking at” and P4 said “I like how
the US is color-coded to match the colors on the bar chart so that’s clear for me.”
On the other hand, one participant who saw the table presentation noted that the
slide was “interesting” but then re-read the slide title and signaled an attempt to process
the information saying “Let’s see…” This participant looked for effect size and P2 asked
“are we comparing the mean” with the total average in the states? P2 and P1 ultimately
related information in this slide to previously held knowledge about Colorado with P6
saying, “that makes sense because Colorado has all this hiking” and P1 concluding, “but
we already know that a lot of the low birth weight is because of the altitude, it’s not
because of anything else.”
Slide 5 – Moderate. This pair of slides compares mean reported physically
unhealthy days with mean reported mentally unhealthy days in Colorado. Standard
deviations are included in both presentations.
All participants except one read the slide title. Two of the participants that saw the
table presentation, seemed to have unanswered questions about the material with P3
saying “So we don’t know if those unhealthy days are above or below the average”, and
P1 saying “okay so you’re looking at standard deviation units but they don’t tell you…”
In contrast, P4 said “I see more standard deviations in the physical” upon inspecting the
graphs. And P5 was able to quickly interpret the graph saying “so I’m seeing 3.29
physical 3.18 mental range.”
Slide 6 – Easy. This slide pair shows results of a cluster analysis that groups
Colorado counties into four outcomes: best, good, poor, and worst. The graphs
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presentation slide shows a map of Colorado with counties color-coded by cluster with
additional information and a key to color coding included in the title. The information
that was provided in the title on the graphs slide was provided in a note on the tables slide
per APA guidelines (Concise rules of APA style, 2011).
P2, who saw the tables presentations, concluded that clustering was based on
previously presented outcome metrics and twice said the information presented was
“interesting” while P1 complained “This cluster membership is way too many words on
one slide I have no idea what I’m supposed to get from this” and commented “I don’t get
much information just from looking at all these words on a slide.” This participant also
questioned if county demographics played a role in the clustering.
In contrast, P6, who saw the graphs presentation, noted “it’s color coded so it’s
pretty easy to understand” and “it’s well labeled, all the counties are in there, it doesn’t
look too busy or cluttered” and “they managed to get everything in one big graphic
without it looking messy. I like this one. I think it’s really easy to interpret.” As for
demographics this participant noted, “it seems like the middle of the state has better
outcomes than the, you know, east, west and south and they seem to be the more rural
areas” and concluded “being in Denver or more populated areas means you probably
have access to better hospitals, more clinics that sort of thing”. This was echoed by P4
who said “I see a clearly color coded map of all the counties” and “the clusters of best
and good are mostly in the metro area and the central Colorado area” while noting an
“interesting” juxtaposition of counties in the southwest corner of the state. P5, who also
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saw the color-coded map, commented three times that something in the slide was
“interesting”.
Slide 7 – difficult. This slide presented normalized scores for the five output
measures by cluster – a total of twenty different data points. The table had a heading that
said “normalized average outcome”; the graph did not have a heading. While the title
signaled the comparisons being made, the word ‘normalized’ was not included on the
graph slide. The graph showed bars stretching to the left or right of a line that represented
the average or a z-score of zero. The information about the quantities represented on both
the table slide and the graph slide was provided in the audio for both presentations which
the think aloud participants did not hear. This slide proved to be the most difficult for
participants to interpret regardless of presentation.
The participants that saw the tables presentation all read the slide title then all
three searched for clarification of the metric and found the word “normalized” in the table
title. Once they understood the metric, they made direct comparisons of the numbers
provided in the table to confirm the statements made in the slide title.
All three participants that saw the graphs presentation expressed some degree of
confusion. Saying “so this one is a little bit more challenging to interpret cause you really
have to read the text to understand it” (P6) and “this one is a little more confusing to me
to interpret” (P4). P5 noted that she “paid attention to the color scheme (it’s consistent)
which actually helps.”
Slide 8 – difficult. This slide pair shows correlations for the five outcome
variables including statistical significance and population size (upper case N was used per
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APA standards to denote population size rather than n to denote sample size) (Concise
rules of APA style, 2011). The graph slide was arranged in a grid of scatter plots with
dots color coded to the different clusters providing some additional information over the
simple correlation table in the other presentation.
Of the tables group, one person did not read the title. Participants all confirmed
correlation values were positive with one proclaiming the relationships were “a nobrainer”.
The graphs group, all three read the title which said “health outcomes show
positive correlations across clusters”. Upon looking at the graph, P6 exclaimed “it sure
does”. All three participants checked for statistically significant relationships and all three
said “interesting” to some element of the slide.
Slide 9 – Moderate. This slide pair presents results of regression modeling that
indicates outcome rank can be predicted by three health factors. The slides include R2 and
p values.
Tables participants: all three read the title, then proceeded to parse the ANOVA
table to determine what predictors were used (P2), what the effect size was (P3), and
what sample size was used (P1). None of these participants expressed interest in the
content.
Graphs participants: Two participants who saw the graphs presentation found this
slide “interesting” with P4 saying “I like this visual showing how that these predictors are
driving up the, well, driving down the health outcomes rank”. P6 pointed out that a
general audience would probably need an explanation of R2.
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Slide 10 – difficult. These slides show negative correlations between outcome
rank and the three health factor predictors along with means, standard deviations,
population size, and statistical significance. Again, P3 was the only participant that did
not read the title aloud.
Tables: All read the title, two went immediately to interpreting the title, for
example, confirming that correlations were negative, looking for means, and sample size.
P1 jumped immediately to the critique that a slide with correlations between predictors
and the dependent variable should appear before the regression results and were, in a
sense, redundant to those results.
Graphs: All three read the title, and proceeded to verify its statements. In contrast
to the tables group, these participants also drew comparisons between the different health
factors such as: “we’ve got the standard deviation lines here as well so there is a lot of
deviation with the children in poverty one” (P6), “So the mean 21, 20, and 5” and “This
is much more dispersed” (P5).
Slide 11 – difficult. These slides present unstandardized coefficients and
confidence intervals from the regression analysis. The table shows standard errors, t- and
p-values while the graph includes a statement about statistical significance.
Tables: P2 and P3 read the title and, as before, parsed specifics provided in the
table such as standardized versus unstandardized coefficients (P3), and the meaning of
the t statistic. P1 went straight to the criticism that these tables are “are always shown”
but “it’s just more information, it’s not telling you how this is useful or helpful or what
the next steps are.”
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Graphs: All three read the title. P6 had trouble locating labels for the predictors
and ran out of time to reach understanding. P4 and P5 focused on specific beta values and
the impact those values have on outcome rank. P5 noticed relative differences between
predictors.
Slide 12 – easy. These slides present the top and bottom ranked counties in
Colorado in terms of health outcome. The table lists county name and rank in labeled
columns. The graph shows the entire state with the top and bottom ranked counties filled
with the color of their cluster.
Tables: In spite of column labels and sparse text, participants needed information
that was not provided. For example, P2 said “Okay, that’s the ranking I don’t know how
many counties we have, or I forget, in Colorado” and P3 laughed “I don’t know where the
heur? Heurfano is that’s the worst county in the health, okay, assessment”.

Graphs: Two participants concluded that they were not surprised that Douglas
was ranked first because of its affluent, h nature. The third (P5) tried to figure out how to
pronounce the name of the lowest ranked county, Heurfano.
Slide 13. This slide was a black slide with white lettering with text asking
participants to complete their assessment packets. It was not included in this analysis.
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